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FIGHT BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS
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EDITORIAL
The Manchester Area Wargames Society have, for a good many months, courageously produced a very credit

able magazine which I always read with interest and admiration. Ahd their latest issue contains a couple of
points direoted^e by name, both handled in a not displeasing open manner. One concerns my remarks on
amateur" book reviewing in the pages of the magazine. The point I was trying to make in this connection is

that anyone can rush into print in a Club magazine, making perhaps ill founded and unfairly constituted
criticisms of professional workmanship, be it writing or figure making. Because book publishers and model
soldier manufacturers are commercial organisations in business to make money, it is not unreasonable to say
that there are 2o^_bad_books or figures although there may well be some which do not personally appeal. Un
fortunately it is often beyond the scope and experience of the amateur reviewer to evaluate the true worth
of the item under criticism and he remarksupon it in a detrimental manner simply because it is not to his
taste. Undoubtedly he can claim that this is his right to criticise but "wild" public criticism denigrates
the true value of such reviews so that, in the end, the experienced competent reviewer becomes distrusted
along with the incompetent. I do not wish to stifle criticism and I plead for a broader and more fairly
inclined attitude on the part of the.famateur" reviewer.

In the same magazine the Editor, writing on wargames rules says "I was wisely started with the old
family^standby - Don '^ea th erst one • s "Horse-and-Musket' rules. It will be interesting to know how many of
/..A.W.3. members started in a similar fashion? I think that most wargamers owe a lot to Don Peatherstone
who has made wargaming what it is today, and it is a shame that most people sneer at his rules." There will
always be a minority who sneer at anything, particularly if it is seemingly "Establishment". To me, the
main principle behind rule writing-is to control a fast moving, uncomplicated game in a realistic manner. ^
It must be realised that there are really two sorts of rules - those that control the "parochial" games of
a bunch of firm friends who, in their regular battles, enjoy the game more than the result so that they do
not become acrimonious on technicalities. Then there are the rules which attempt to adjudicate battles
fought by strangers or wargamers with highly competitive temperaments. Frankly, I do not consider it is
possible to write a workable set of rules to control the innumerable points of argument thrown up by "com
petitive" strangers who are frequently unwilling to concede an inch or/hapable of a balanced judgment. In
trying to hit this seemingly impossible target, the formulators of rules both commercial and otherwise,
usually end up with a voluminous manuscript that creates more arguments than it solves whilst transforming
the table-top battle into a long, boring and wearisome affair. One only has to study the Convention rules
of recent years to note the truth of this. Even the long-established and most accepted of all commercial
rules - the "v.E.G. Ancient set - has ij pages of clarification in this same issue of the Manchester maga
zine! Anyway, thank you Mr. Ossoway for defending me and to those who have not yet sneered, thank you for
so bountifully buying my books I

DON FEATHERSTOHE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; £3.60p. (Overseas £5.85p; U.S.A. jfll.OO)

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.

AD7ERTISING RATES;

Advertiiement Manager,
Boiiindii Sutton,
Tradition,
188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA.

-  Per page

half page

-  £9.50p.

-  £5.50p.

quarter page - £3.00p.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER has no facilities for artwork and all adverts must be laid-out "camera-ready" to =
page size of 11" x 8".

Classified (non-commercial) adverts - 2p (5c) per word.
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RULE OF THE MONTH;

There may not be many of us who are familiar with Newbolt's poem VITAI LAMPADA, but all Colonial war-
gamers will know -

"The sand of the desert is sodden red, -
Red with the wreck of a square that broke; -
The Catling's jammed and the Colonel dead,
And the regiment blind with dust and smoke."

Those damned Catlings seem to jam all the time when facing Peatherstone's fierce tribesmen, although
the odds against such mechanical disasters are not known. However, the situation is simply resolved by
throwing a dice each time a Catling fires - on the first occasion, a score of 1 will cause it to jam; next
move, a 1 or 2 will do the same; third occasion 1, 2 or 3, etc., etc. Once freed, the Catling reverts to
the score of 1 to again jam.

PROBLEM OF THE MOUTH:

The Emperor Maximilian of Germany raised Landsknechts, regular corps of pikemen and halberdiers, train
ed to fight in the same manner as the Swiss. When they came upon each other, some bloody conflicts were
fought out with quarter neither being asked nor given. As the bristling lines of pikes crossed, the leading
ranks were thrust upon each others weapons by the pressure from behind and went down to almost a man at the
first impact. When the long weapons were hopelessly jammed together by the press of men from behind, the
interlocked divisions were assaulted by the halberdiers of both sides who ran out trying to encircle each
other, slashing inwards at the seething mass with their fearsome weapons. The aide finally forced to retire
was badly mauled in the process - the landsknechts are said to have lost over half their men in a combat
with the Swiss at Novara in 1513. Showing the same mercenary tendencies as the Swiss, the Germans held
their pike low down and pointed it upwards whilst the Swiss grasped it nearer the middle thrusting it slight
ly downwards. On the move and in close order, the massed pikemen of the 14/l5th centuries kept their
weapons raised in the air with those of the rear ranks stretching out over the heads and shoulders of the
men in front of them, so that it was not possible to incline suddenly or turn to right or left without knock
ing over the front ranks or causing them to fall into disorder.

Any ideas as to how this is simulated on the wargames table?

HINT OF THE MONTH;

P«.+o subtracting numerical factors ,to simulate various tactical facets is an
tracte^wh^ most sets of rules. But it requires the wargamer to have a good memory and to be undis-tracted whilst he is mentally working out just how good (or how bad) are his troops. Personally I always

ians s?idiL r 'V® "invention" of the Wargamer's Abacus (a ;alcu"?S fraL ilth
besda T^f P ni ®n 8 inch length of wire on which is threaded a dozen or so
slidini nff ®^nare); the ^rst and last beads are glued onto the wire so as to prevent their comradessliding off at either end. The beads can either be in two colours so that red beads are minus whilst blue

the ^ = ®ne assessed anHhln subtractthe smaller collection from the larger to give your + or - total.



GUEST of the MONTH

- George Sush

I look forward to see the "new" Newsletter format, and hope
to see it known to a wider public in the future, as it deserves
to be; I hope that as editor you can preserve the pleasant per
sonalised and chatty atmosphere I think it has always had.

The Tunbridge Wells Wargames Society is still running very
successfully - I think partly because of a general lack of rules
and organisation! Notable trends in recent months are, firstly,
a steady and most remarkable rise in the general standard of
painting and modelling - we have always had some very good
painters but the high standards they have set seem to be becom
ing universal, I think our monthly competitions for wargames
figures (we have recently introduced a single figure class
covering 54^1^ scale as well as 50®^ down, by popular request)
have had something to do with this, I must say that I am very ^
pleased by this trend, as I think visual appeal is an important element in wargaming; one of my moans about
Convention wargaming (apart from the fact that I always get beat!) is the constant appearance of unpainted
jiirfix, or 17th century armies made up of Napoleonic Russians or whatnot, which I feel gives a poor impres
sion of the hobby to outsiders and newcomers,

A second trend is a great diversification of periods, and, recently, scales also. In the old days we
were mainly ACW, Napoleonic, and V/orld War II, Then came a great upsurge in the Ancient field (mainly due
to Stan Colby, who, alas, has not been seen for many months) and Ancients and World War II held the field
almost exclusively for a time: recently I6th and 17th century games have become more common, and in the last
few months 1:300 scale Modern games, igth Century European Wars, Mediaeval sieges. Individual Skirmish games
with 54mm figures, and a resurgence of -'apoleonics have all been noticeable.

At the last meeting, a splendid little game using Peter Laing's 15nini Colonials on a very realistic
terrain so took my eye that I got hooked, and have now embarked on Colonials from his very attractive range,
I know this is a favourite area of yours, incidentally, and wondered if anyone can recommend any book which
;'ives details of the organisation of the British army in the 1880-1914 period - I have found these surpris-
in-'ly difficult to come by, especially when it comes dovm to company level? Peter Laing's figures look
most attractive when painted - I especially like the Scots piper and the heliographer,

' I find that Colonial wargames pose a lot of very interesting problems. My first dilemma was, Redcoat
era, or khaki? In the end I plumped for the latter, but I am sure I shall regret it - my chief reason was
that I did not want to have to get the masses of 'enemy' figures that would be needed with Puzzy-v.'uzzies or
Zulus, and I have invested in a small force of Boers (very nice little figures again, especially the man
leading his pony) instead, I am working out my own rules and several of the problems are here. I think
that for a real 'little war' flavour one wants a game based on individual figures rather than the 20 men
equal 1 figure, movement-stand type of game, but it is very difficult to work out, for example, a firing
method which gives an individual figure some chance of hitting another individual figure at long range,
without getting excessive effects-at close range, or not reflecting the real reduction of accuracy with
ran.ce, or making the whole system excessively complex or excessively chancy, I don't think I have beaten
it yet, but I am working on the basis of a chart system (for simplicity in use) and allowing four possible
results for a shot - miss, kill (or serious wound), wound (slight - can be cancelled by medical treatment,
has limited effects), and 'scare' (fi-ure 'soared' halts and goes to ground if advancing^ retires -to co-ver
if standing, keeps head down and does not fire if in cover or lying). This allows a bit more flexibility
than a simple hit-miss system though less of course than taking casualties in men who are 1/20 of a
figure,

I have, in the course of this, had to consider questions like the decrease of accuracy with range.
The effective area of a target of course is reduced to g when the range is doubled, but it seems tome that
this would not apply to a target such as a large mass of men in close order, where a l^ullet going right or
left of its tarf-et would almost certainly hit another man; in this case the reduction in the apparent width
of the target would not effectively matter, and the effective reduction of target area with doubled range
would be by one-half; reduced velocity at long range and so forth would also have their effect on accuracy,
but I don't think I shall allow for this!

15mm is really l/lO inch to 1 foot, but though 1 figure will effectively represent one man in my rules,
units will be somewhat scaled down, and so will the ground scale - I am thinking in terms of 1/10 inch to
yard. This will still give the rifle and artillery very long ranges - the Boers in particular seem to have
been quite effective at 1,000 yards (8ft 4ins in my scale) but with a 'bumpy' terrain-and small-size
actions, which is what I intend, I don't think this will matter,

I hope to use sectional terrain to do ju-vtice to the very good appearance cf the figures, with really
realistic dongas, drifts, kraals and kopies - something which my usual (cloth) terrain doesn t really allow.

As usual, the only real problem is time and the irritating necessity of earning a living!
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Specialists in Military Miniatures

8 College Square North. Belfast BTl 6AS Telephone: BELFAST 43699

FLEETLINE 1/1200 MODEL V/ARSHIP KITS

range of highly detailed, waterline models,

accurate and easy to assemble. All parts are metal and each kit comes with an in
struction sheet, PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T,

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: F501 U.S.S. MONITOR
F502 C.S.S. ATLANTA, length 51mm
F505 U.S.S. MONADNOCK, 8 part kit, length 65mm
F504 U.S.S. ST. LOUIS, 3 part kit, length 44mm
F505 C.S.S. MANASSUS, length 56mm
F506 C.S.S. VIRGINIA, (ex-Merrimac)
F507 40' Mortar Boats, length 10,5mm, 4 per packet
F506 60' Mortar Boats, length 15mm, 4 per packet

Napoleonic VARGAMES FIGURES by S.E.G.P.M.

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct
anatomical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm
scale. Make a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of France Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot figures 7^p each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 20p each. Cavalrj
Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage and Packing 5p pei^ order. LISTS.FREE.
MAIL ORDER DEPT., LOWER BALLOO ROAD, GR00M3P0RT, Co.DOWN BT19 2LU.

TeleT'hone: GROOMSPORT 387.

NEW "COLONIALS" IN 15 mm From PETER LAING
This exciting new series, the first items to be issued are iisted beiow and are now availabie, wiil cover the period of coloniai
wars at the end of the 19th century. Future issues wiii include: Maxim gun cart. Field artiiiery with limber and horses, camel
corps, Indian army, and further tribesmen etc.

British Infantry marching
Highlander marching
British Infantry advancing
Highlander advancing
Officer marching, \Arith revolver
Bagpiper marching
British infantry firing, standing
Highlander firing, standing
British officer standing
Boer firing, standing

Boer firing, lying 4p
Jihadia rifleman (Dervish) 4p
Hadendowah (Dervish, Fuzzy Wuzzy 4p
Pathan tribesman firing, standing 4p
Pathan tribesman on guard 4p
Zulu marching 4p

I British lancer charging 8p
\ British cavalry, horse walking 8p
2.5" R.M.L. Mountain gun

(3 part kit) 12p

A602 British gunner kneeling, with rammer 4p
A603 British gunner kneeling 4p
A604 British gunner kneeling,

with field glasses 4p
A605 Hellographer 4p

OTHER NEW ITEMS
F215 Armoured crossbowman 4p
F216 Unarmoured crossbowman 4p
M404 Cataphract 8p

Zulu Rifleman
Zulu Rifleman
Zulu Rifleman
Zulu advancing
Pathan in skull
Boer advancing,
British Bugler
British Officer
British infantry
Catling gun, 3
Seated Catling

firing, standing 4p
advancing 4p
firing, lying 4p
with raised Assegai 4p
cap firing, kneeling 4p
,  rifle at trail 4p

firing revolver
firing, kneeling
part kit
gunner

1 R rvi m metal FIGURESIoMIIII from peter LAIIMG

A608 Standing Catling gunner 4p
A609 15 pdr field gun, 3 part kit 12p
A610 Limber. 3 part kit 12p
A611 Seated gunner 3p

British Artilleryman with handspike 4p
A613 British Artilleryman with shell
M603 Boer, mounted on pony
M604 Boer, leading pony
M605 Mounted imperial yeomanry
M606 Artillery horse, with rider
M607 Artillery horse without rider

NEW MARLBURiANS

All6 Howitzer, 3 part kit
All9 Cunner with bucket
A120 Cunner with cannon ball

NEW FEUDALS

F217 Armoured Norman spearman
kneeling

M207 Turkish horse archer
M208 Charging Norman, drawn sword

Now! WORLD WAR I
These figures cover the initial stages of the 1914-18 war when the fighting was still open, and the continuous lines of trenches
had not been formed. The first figures cover the Western Front and include British, French, Belgian and Carman troops.

British Infantry marching, rifle slung 4p F711 Belgian Carabini(
British Infantry advancing 4p F712 Carman Infantry

Highlander marching, rifle slung 4p F713 Cerman Infantry
British Officer marching 4p F714 Cerman Officer rr
British Vickers machine gun and gunner Bp F715 Cerman machine
British machine gun loader 4p F716 Cerman machine
French Infantry advancing 4p F717 Three British Infa
French Infantry firing 4p M701 British Lancer
French Officer marching 4p M7CG French Dragoon

I Belgian Oarablnier marching, rifle slung 4p M703 Cerman Lancer

F711 Belgian Carabinier cyclist 6p
F712 Cerman Infantry marching, rifle at slope 4p

F713 Cerman Infantry firing 4p

F714 Cerman Officer marching 4p

F715 Cerman machine gun and gunner 8p
F716 Cerman machine gun loader 4p
F717 Three British Infantry 'dug-in', firing 12p

M701 British Lancer 8p

M7CG French Dragoon with lance 8p

A701 British 18-pdr. field gun (3-pt. kit) 12p
A702 British gunner kneeling 4p
A703 British gunner with shell, kneeling 4p
A704 British officer with field glasses, kneeling 4p
A705 Seated British gunner for A701 3p
A706 French gunner, kneeling 4p
A707 French gunner with shell, kneeling 4p
A708 French 75mm field gun (3-pt. kit) 12p

Send a long S.A.E. for details (and sample figure) of other 15 mm ranges. Marlburian, Feudal, A.W.I., Colonial and Ancients.

From: PETER LAING, 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY, SOUTHBOROUGH, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN4 OUB
Post and Package extra. Orders up to £1—12p; £2—14p; £3—16p; £4—18p, over £5 free. (Tel. 0692-29911)



THE SKIRMISH LTWR

SKIRMISH AT LA COCHAIHE

PART 2

by Mike Blaka

Veil, here it is at last, the second part of
the Skirmish at La Cochaine. Three of you finally
put pen to paper, and overwhelmed by this response
I can do no more than set out what happened, and
comment on your ideas. To follow this you will need
to get the Newsletter with the map out, and refresh
your memory on the situation.

j[5K^^dlS_K__AT__LA_CQCHAi Flavin^ ar£a 6' x

9 9 9^^

LA

CcxyAAINfc

STANbiNei MAize,

RoA1>

D-T-Hcrt-T=

<::oius

L^utie

5T- I'AMBeS.T

.  ̂ o woo^ *,9

S? -O-Here is what I did. Time was against any ^ ̂ ^ ̂ ̂  ̂
lengthy reconnaisance of the danger areas before

useful, but agai^I would^neerS^toow it^ conditionre!g? waJ^^fLlf full^o^^muJdy ^"ch iight be
are rather prone to th^ - obscenities, but soldiers

back. Make your shots count, Wo;dy'weiraiirJAd'SeriJ\fth^JhrbJyoSet!^

and which'do2^rL2'SLn?o'f®"Ifs^ Sts" available.
Artillery Officer that h^fiL L tte hn„« + i impossible! I then suggested to the
musket fLe, and therreLfrthrcanln Hu^ with
please himself (the Umpire saw to that)' So with onp^ln^t h I only a sergeant, he would obviously
especially in the wood, off we went! And briefly the "nlan"^ o +^"4.^? watch out for more English,
my force suffered badly. Three were killed two suffered oer' w a ! I did take the farmhouse, but

The other surprise affect- jHB m

through the A British I
Hussar, who rode across the i'
table (under the Umpire' s con- mj^^M
trol), inflicting a . \ jBiiB

on one my French- ^^^^^^^^^M|||g|||H||||M|||||||||^^ '^(pPiP
another to

seek shelter in t he ditch ^
(which was dry, by the way). i
The damned Hussar then rode
at the gun, and scattered the

thus delaying loading! F> |
these I aid J . I SHE

comments on the
we have Murray

came up

clear ^^^9
farm from the cover \^||

corn then ^ ̂

for an attack A\

greater veil

because the
British would still have to
man the road wall in case of ir,-.,,. -<• j-u ^ , -r,
an attack by the men in the Tim^Bri+^^v,''? e® + ''!® looking South. Left to right:
corn. Murray was also worried m- u Highlander! Airfii Guardsman; andy  aiso worriea another Timpo British Infantryman. Photo by Steve Curtis.



about the wood - and suggested using the gun against any counter attack from that direction, again a better
idea than mine if you're not prepared to gamble on it being empty! As Murray says, any attempt to clear the
wood would be "pretty dangerous and difficult", the occupants having a distinct advantage as they sat and
watched the attackers approaching.

Dave Ross (BPPOl) actually tried the game out and adopted the very opposite plan, an attack through the
wood but with remarkably similar results to my attempt. Two points Dave makes bear repeating. His first
idea spread his men out all over the countryside, only to find that when it came to attacking the farm he
only had about three men in a suitable- position! Lesson - concentrate. The other thing which he commented
on was the need to keep as many muskets as possible loaded until the critical moment, "as there is very
little chance of reloading". (More on this another time).

The third idda came from Nicholas Ashley of Liverpool, who summed up the objective as "... to take by
storm the defended farmhouse, thus at least three to two superiority in the final charge must be achieved.
He also thought that the wood must be cut off from La Cochaine ''for at least fifteen seconds from the start
of the charge. He proposed splitting the force into two again (excluding the gunners), but the attack would
be in four parts. His General Orders are very precise, and worth giving in full, as an example of how to
set things out - if you have time!

"The force available I would split into three parties:

i) The Sergeant's Party: the Sergeant and five men;
ii) The "Corn Firing" Party: the two marksmen and three men;
iii) The Gunners: The Lieutenant and four gunners.

The attack would consist of four parts:

1. Corn-Firing Party 61ear ditch near corn and fire corn;
2. Sergeant's Party covered by smoke enter ditch;
3. Sergeant's Party take orchard. Artillery fire at the farmhouse;
4. Sergeant's Party and part of the Corn-Firing Party charge farmhouse.

The Melee at the North-West corner. Inside a Timpo British Infantryman defend^against
the Sgt. (left, sword raised) and two Guardsmen (all Timpo). In the background, a base
intrudes - a French casualty in the orchard! Photo by: Steve Curtis.

PART 1

The Corn Firing Party dash to the corn, cross it and get to the north-east corner. Clear the ditch if
necessary of British and fire the corn. Time: thirty yard dash and time to clear ditch 25 seconds.

PART 2

Under cover of the smoke blowing NE to SW shielding the sergeant's party from the wood, they would dash
to the ditch and clear it. Meanwhile, the corn firing party would cover the wood and snipe at any rash
British in the farm. Time: Twenty yard dash and time to clear ditch 15 seconds.



On seeing the Sergeant's Party take the ditch, the Artillery will fire shell or shot at the farmhouse.
(If the Lieutenant of Artillery cannot see the Sergeant's Party then twenty seconds counted - (i.e. no
watch) after the Sergeant's Party left the hill the shot will be fired). As soon as the shell lands the
Sergeant's Party covered by the Corn Firing Party will take the orchard while the British reel from the
shock. Meanwhile the artillery will frantically reload and pepper the wood with cannister to prevent inter
ference from it. Time: five decond delay, twenty yard charge and meleej 25 seconds.

The Sergeant's Party and three of the corn Firing Party will charge the farm and clear of British.
The other two of the corn Firing Party will remain in the ditch, blocking or at least, slowing down any
attempts to reinforce the farm from the wood. As before the artillery would fire cannister at the wood as
frequently as possible. Time: Charge and clearing of house 20 seconds.

When the farm had been cleared, the maize would be burnt down or eaten or both to prevent a British
counter-attack using it's cover or that of smoke from it's burning, to get in close. The six pounder could
then be brought up and installed in the grounds of the farm if no trouble came from the wood. Total time
of attack excluding mopping up: 25 + 15 + 25 + 20 = 85 seconds, or about one and a half minutes.

Obviously men could not leave the ditch in the attack from the same place as they entered but would
move along unseen to avoid being picked off on leaving the ditch."

The major snag with Nicholas's plan is it's comprehensive nature, and therefore it's complexity. The
time shown is 85 seconds, i.e. 85 phases, when in fact a thirty phase game can last three to three-and-a-
half hours! With more time available to play, "this solution certainly deserves to win and the question of
time has come up again. Mind you, as the ditch and wood were empty, clearing would be done a little more
quickly than he anticipated. I particularly liked the use of smoke from the binning corn to cover the dash
to the wood, and as he had so conveniently given the wind direction to favour just such a tactic, so did
our Umpire (l missed it completely at the time). The final suggested that the maize be eaten is taking the
foraging idea too far I feel!

Dick Tennant, from far-off Taiwan, has also studied the problem -

French Considerations:

a. A frontal advance down the road by the infantry would come under heavy fire from the house and
possibly in the flank from the hedge bordering the orchard. The fire of the artilleryipiece would be
masked.

b. Both the orchard and the standing corn seem to be un-occupied or at the most only lightly held.
c. The ditch down the near-side of the road makes it difficult to attack-across under fire but this

aspect makes the field of standing corn very strong against counter-attack from the farmhouse.
d. It is not possible to guess how many men are in the wood but it can be supposed that there are

some British infantry there. With a small force it would not be advisable to attempt to clear it.
e. With the object being to hold the farm after the attack and then being little likelihood of re

inforcements it is essential that the object be attained with as few casualties as possible.

Operations:

The infantry of the guard will split into two groups; the first will be the main assault party and will
consist of the sergeant with six guardsmen; the remaining four veterans including the two excellent shots
make up the flank or covering force. This covering group will proceed into the field of standing corn. The
two marksmen will take up positions on the north face of the field at the furthest end where they'will open
fire into the farmhouse. This is purely a harassing attack and no attempt must be made to charge across
the ditch and road. The other men in the group will take up positions in the south-east corner of the field;
here they will observe the wood and scrubland. Their purpose is to protect the rear and flank of the two
marksmen; should a counter-attack be made into the scrubland they should fire into its flank. In the event
of a counter-attack into the corn from the wood a concerted effort must be made by all four to hold the
position which will form the pivot of the main attack.

The main assault party will proceed first in a northerly direction crossing the ditch and road. The
seven men will form behind the hedge at the western end of the orchard. Two (or three) men will then pro
ceed to clear the orchard and take up positions to open a covering fire on the eastern walls of the ruined
farmhouse. The remaining sergeant and four (or three) guardsmen will wait o\^t of sight until the two di
versionary attacks have developed and drawn the fire (and defenders) into the south-west corner of the farm
house. At the opportxune moment this group will proceed unseen down the outside of the orchard hedge (north
face) and make an assault over the stone wall where the hedge and the wall meet. They will then attack the
farmhouse in the flank and rear. The men in the orchard will support the charge by attacking the west gate
and giving covering fire. The six pounder together with its crew (and the Aide-de-camp) will remain on the
rising ground. Fire will be opened on the farmhouse with particular attention to the west face and the
gate. In the event of a counter-attack through the scrubland fire should be maintained against the farm
house as long as practical. At the sight of the assault on the wall the fire must cease.

Consolidation; The troops in the standing corn will remain in position covering the wood and the road. The
gun will remain on the rising ground covering the road and the scrubland. The house will be occupied as
much as gives cover and firing positions taken up behind the west wall and gate.
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New LASSET releases
LC2057 Mounted knight on comparisoned horse
L3000 Mongol, dismounted, leather armour
FRENCH LINE ARTILLERY 1812-15
L871 Gunner, shirt sleeve order
L872 Gunner, wearing forage cap
L873 Gunner, bare-headed, open jacket

Foot £1.10 Mounted £4.30 plus V.A.T.

ERRATA to last month's advert
Please note that the fighting Knights should read:
A. Kneeling fighting B. Standing fighting

Also:

English Civil War standard bearer should read EW4, and the
pikeman should read EW11.
Price of Sanderson stool SAN202 is 18p plus V.A.T.
Price of Garrison foot is 6|p plus V.A.T.

SANDERSON additions
SN 102 Girl sitting in hip bath
SAN 28 Cavalier sitting, designed to fit chair
SAN 2 Norman foot soldier standing with sword and shield

(Previous release SAN 21 was designed to fit the settle only)
Foot 86p plus V.A.T.

Garrison 25mm
SEVEN YEARS WAR
Prussian
7P3 Standard Bearer 7P8 Grenadier on guard
7P4 Musketeer, attack march 7P35 Musketeer, high port
7P7 Grenadier, attack march 7P36 Grenadier, high port
Austrian

7A7 Grenadier, attack march
7A19 Musketeer, high port
7A20 Grenadier, high port

Inquiries to

7A5 Standard bearer
7A4 Musketeer, attack march
7A6 Grenadier, on guard

:

61 WESTBURY STREET,
THORNABY-ON-TEES, TEESSIDE

Tel: 0642 68059

Registered Office:

2 IMPERIAL DRIVE,
NORTH HARROW, MIDDLESEX

French
7F3 Standard bearer
7F5 Musketeer, attack march
7F6 Grenadier, on guard

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
FN4 Line officer
FN5 Line standard bearer
FN6 Line drummer
FN7 Fusilier attacking

LC 2067

7F7 Grenadier, attack march
7F15 Musketeer, high port
7F16 Grenadier, high port

FN9 Grenadier attacking
FN32 Fusilier on guard
FN40 Fusilier high port
FN41 Grenadier high port

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
EW6 Musketeer firing wearing helmet
EW9 Pikeman attacking
EW12 Pikeman standing wearing soft hat, unarmoured

MEDIEVAL
ME3 Knight on foot with battle axe wearing 'Chapeau de fer'
ME13 Genoese crossbowman setting crossbow
ME11 Longbowman taking arrow from belt

ROMAN EMPIRE
RE9 Auxiliary with javelin and shield

Foot 6ip plus V.A.T.

:2.90
INCLUDING

POSTAGE

A wargame for two to four players, reproduc
ing the tactics employed by the Greeks and
Persians at the time of the battle of Salamis.
Players need to manoeuvre their warships skil
fully to be able to attack their opponents with
advantage. They can choose to sink the enemy
vessels by ramming, or capture or recapture
them by boarding. Archers are used to clear
the enemy decks as the rival fleets approach.
All materials to play the game included.

Rules, Average Dice and Wargame Accessories
are available, for details please send S.A.E.

We also stock the complete ranqe of:

HINCHLIFFE25mm FIGURES, SKYTREX, W.W.I SHIPS,
NAVWAR SHIPS and LEICESTER MICRO-TANKS.

Send S.A.E. for list showing complete range,

WARGAMES RULES
LAND BATTLES

1000BC to AD1000 (W.R.G.) 6
Wars of the Roses — Medieval (Decalset) ... 6
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.) 4
American Civil War (L.W.S.) ... ... ... 5
World War II - Part I Armour (Bristol) ... ... 7
Modern and World War II (L.W.S.) ... ... 5
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 8
Micro-Warfare Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex) 5
Microtank Warfare - W.W.II (Leicester) ... 4
infantry Action 1725-75 (W.R.G.) ... ... ... 4
NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) ... ... ... 5
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 6
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) ... ... ... 5
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar) 4
PUBLICATIONS

Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars by
Phil Barker £1.

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome by Phil
Barker ... ... ... ... ... ... £1.

Armies and Enemies Wargames Campaigns by
Tony Bath £1.

AVERAGE DICE (2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5) 15p p
NORMAL DICE 15p p
PERCENTAGE DICE (20-sided) 25p p

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOME
Postage and Package: 10% up to £3, min. 5p. Over £3 free.
Overseas Rates: 30% Surface Mail, 60% Air Mail.

aufFiix
Dept. MM2, 28 CHURCH ST., WYMESWOLD

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICESTERSHIRE



I EAVE BEEN TO

KHARTOUM AND EAST AFRICA

PouglaB H. Johnson

Syr i a

N

The Sudan may be off the beaten track for tourists, and
though it may be one of the most fascinating countries in
Africa for military historians, research there can be particu
larly frustrating. In the long run one needs a great deal of
persistance and luck to be able to find what he wants and bring
it back in any studiable form, |

The main problem confronting the tourist will be photo- P
graphy. You need a permit, which can be obtained from the p
Tourist Photographic section in the Ministry of Information »
(across from the Post Office), and it is free. However, the ^
permit does not allow you to take pictures of any military ^
installations, or the museums. For permission to photograph i;,
museum exhibits yoii need either special permission from the 2
Department of Antiquities (located in the New Sudan Museum),
or a particularly persuasive guide and about half a pound in
spare cash. Pour years ago I used both methods. The first
time the cabbie who was showing me the sights was able to come
to an understanding with the "gafir" (guide) at the Khalifa's
House, costing only 50 piastres (50 new pence). The second
time I walked into the New Sudan Museum (which at that time j
was not yet open) and after having tea with some archeologists »
and junior members of the staff got their written permission i
without the consent of the Director of Antiquities who, so I
was told, viewed all the Museums in the Sudan as his personal pi
property and probably would not have given me permission at i
all. I do not know who the Director is now, nor if it is any i
easier to take photographs legally or not. h

A r a .b i a n \

Desert

-1

East Africa.

'Prvtectoratt

Of the Museums available the best one to see is the ^ \ ,
Khalifa's House in Omdurman. It is chock full of jibbas, V
flags,, chain mail, weapons, artillery pieces, and relics from A-il ■
the Ef-yptian Army of 1883. If you are able to take pictures, '' JmdfW. farf Africa.
I would recommend using GAP colour slide film with the ASA ' J^A»irt>fyma ^Ptvtectorate !
speed of 500* Kodak Echtachrome which is only 120 was not entirely adquate. There are some exhibits (suet
as photos taken by Wingate himself) that require a close up. For that use either a telephoto or a set of
portrait lenses, whatever you work best with.

Next door is the Mahdi's tomb. I have never been inside (the gafir was off-duty whenever I arrived)
I have been told by one of the Mahdi's descendants that one of his flags and one of his jibbas is on dis
play there. The same used to be true for the Mahdist Museum on Abba Island (South of Khartoum) but ever
since the clash between the Mahdists and the Government in 1970 the Museum has been under Government con
trol and may not be open.

The Ethnographic Museum (near the University) is also of great interest, for many weapons of the vari
ous tribes of the Sudan are on display there. The same problems about photographs apply there as in the
Khalifa's House.

There are also old fortifications within Khartoum and Omdurman that you might be able to see and
photograph. West of the market in Khartoum itself are some of the old Egyptian fortifications of the city.
Depending on your map of the city they may be listed or they may not. In Omdurman there are some of the
old Mahdist mud forts still in existence and emminently photogenic (especially if you find a herd of goats
seeking refuge from the sun in them)< Outside of Khartoum is the Kerreri Battlefield, but here you will
experience some difficulty as there is an Army training school nearby and a prolonged stay may not be poss
ible unless you can get some sort of permission and an official guide from either the University, the
Ministry of Antiquities, the Ministry of Information, or the Army. If you are able to walk around a bit
you are likely to find bits of shrapnel and cartridge cases left over from 1898. There is, of course, the
possibility of walking off with a pocket-full of sand as well. The 21st Lancers monument is nearby and
more safely photographicable. When I was there, however, my cab-driver whisked me out and back again,
allowing me time for only a few photographs (while he opened up the hood of his oar and .pretended to fix
the engine). Allah's vengeance being what it is, the photos did not turn out.

There are also some old guns (including 2 Maxim-Nordenfeldt quick-firers) outside 6f the Republican
Palace overlooking the Nile. However, merely pointing a camera in the direction of the Palace is likely
to get you arrested, and the guards do not allow you to stop and gawk. If you can get friendly with an
army officer you might be able to at least get a look at them. By the way, no matter what anybody tells
you while you are there, that is not Gordon's Palace but a new one built on the same site, and the Mahdi

and the Khalifa are not buried in the Mahdi's tomb.



If you can oonvinoe the librarian of the University Library that you are conducting some sort of re
search on your own (and you do not need any current affiliation with any university or college to get this
permission, though such affiliation might be helpful), you might be able to use the Sudan Room of the
library where many sources, not easily obtainable, are on the stacks. A complete set of Sudan Intelligence
Reports, from the Battle of Omdurman to the end of British rule, are on file, as well as recent xinpublished
Ph.D. these (in English) on the Mahdiya. In the main library itself are some books on the Mad Mullah that
I have not seen anywhere else, and they might be worthwhile looking into.

Also, when buying swords and knives, beware. Swords are still madS in Omdurman and they follow the
old pattern used during the Mahdiya. Various street vendors may tell you they come from the time of the
Mahdi, but this is doubtful. It is possible to get something genuine from the Msl^diya, but you must be
extremely wary and sceptical. Also, in bargaining, it is a good idea to let your scepticism show.

Elsewhere in the Sudan there is another Museum dealing with the Mahdiya at El Obeid, and you can visit
the nearby battlefield of Shaikan. There are no museums at Suakin, and the town itself is very difficult
to reach. Once there you might be able to arrange a trip to the battlefields of Tofrek, El Teb and Tamai,
but they are very far out.

Turning to Ethiopia one may find some interesting things in Addis Ababa. The University Museiun is
loaded with warriors' outfits, shields, weapons, and paiittings (which are more interesting as examples of
Ethiopian art, however, than for uniform information). This was the only museum in Africa that I was not
able to get permission to take photographs in, however. There are some black and white postcards for sale
there.

The army is generally less suspicious of photography in Ethiopia than in the Sudan. I am pretty sure
that if you ask one of the sentries at the Jubilee Palace or the Imperial Masoleum if you can photograph
him you will be able to. Their uniforms are a curious mix of modern field dress with a pre-World War II
dress sun-helmet.

Artifact gathering is much easier in Ethiopia than in the Sudan. The best place to go is the Mercato,
the central market which is open on Wednesdays and Saturdays. You can get daggers and spear heads that are
usually made for tourist consumption, plus genuine swords and shields (either plain buffalo hide, or velvet
and silver embossed). Your chances of getting a genuine Mahdist sword in the Mercato are better than in
Omdurman, by the way. Beward of self-appointed guides, however, who will latch on to you and direct you to
stalls you could have easily found for yourself, and then demand payment for their "services".

Travelling southwards into East Africa you may find many opportunities for military research. In Ugan
Uganda near the Sudan border is the remains of Baker's fort at Patiko (or Patiko). There is little of in
terest in Kampala itself, except for Lugard's fort on Kampala Hill. The Museum, aside from its library,
has little of Military interest. The unsettled situation in Uganda at present, however, makes tourism,
especially with an interest in the military, inadvisable.

Kenya is a different story. In addition to the museum in Nairobi (which I have not visited) there is
Port Jesus in Mombasa on the coast. This is a delightful old Portuguese fort situated over the old harbour
overlooking the Indian Ocean. Various artillery pieces in and around the fort range from early Portuguese
canons to World War I British 4" field pieces. Permission to photograph the exhibits in the museum inside
the fort is easily obtainable. The museiun contains many weapons from the Arab period of East African
history.

The museum in Dar es Salaam is also a good one for those interested in the German occupation of Tangan
yika. It includes photographs of early German forts as well as uniform prints. Pour years ago the Director
(from whom I obtained permission to take photos) showed me a locally made field gun from the Pirst World War,
as well as a German General's full dress uniform. The field gun should be on display by now, though I do
not know if the uniform is. There are also various African weapons on display.

I did not vjisit the museum in Zanzibar town, though there were some sights (the old Arab fort, the old
guns overlooking the harbour, and the Sultan's "House of Wonders") that I was able to get pictures of.
Zanzibar is another place where you must get a photography permit, but this is no trouble and costs only a
few shillings.

I should stress that though regulations in some of the newly independent countries may seem strict and
slightly ridiculous, you will rarely find as much trouble as you expect if you use discretion and tact.
•Even though some of the countries (like the Sudan) may be in a very precarious political situation and di--
plomatic relations with Western nations uneasy, the people themselves are usually quite friendly and help
ful - even those in the bureaucracy enforcing the rules. A good rule of thumb is to seek out permission to
take photographs before actually doing so. If you try to do so covertly you will open yourself up to sus
picion.

The final spot I visited was Cape Town. There the old fort is the first place you should go to. There
is a display of old and new artillery pieces outside of the fott, as well as a very nice display inside of
uniforms, weapons and paintings of the various wars and regiments (such as the Cape Town Highlanders, the
Durban Light Infantry and the Staats Artillery). The guide there is very chatty and helpful, and you can
even wangle an interview with the Director if you have time. From there you may be able to get more infor
mation on other battlefields and museums in South Africa to visit.

Another spot you must stop off at while in Cape Town is the bookshop of C.Struik (pronounced "Streck").

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12.



FOR NATAL WARGAMBRS

BIVOUAC
104 KILBURN SQUARE (First Floor),

London NW6 6PS

Tel: 01-328 1492

ENSIGN 1 KING GEORGE V CLASS BATTLESHIPS

Alan Raven. A8pp. 50 photos. Colour camouflage section £1.50p.

ENSIGN 2 DIDO CLASS CRUISTERS

Raven and Lenton. 60pp. 70 photos. Pull colour centre £1.60p.

ENSIGN 3 FLOWER CLASS CORVETTES
Raven and Preston. 56pp. 73 photos. Colour camouflage centre fold £l,90p.

ENSIGN 4 QUEEN ELIZABETH CLASS BATTLESHIPS
Raven and Roberts. 56pp. Fully illustrated. COMING MAY £1.90p approx.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF HMS HOOD BATTLE CRUISER 1920-41
M.Northcott. 96pp. 55 photos (many full page) 32 detailed G.A.s (many

folding). COMING LATE SPRING. Approx. £5.00p.

FOR NAPOLEONIC WAHGAMERS

UNIFORMATION Napoleonic Infantry reference sheets for instant painting information.
Each print is 21 x 10, with 13 figures in full colour, plus detailed text and line
drawings. ... 755.

FRENCH LINE INFANTRY 1812-15
DUTCH/BELGIAN INFANTRY I8I5
BRITISH LINE INFANTRY I8I5
THE BRUNSWICK BLACK CORPS 1815
HIGHLAND REGIMENTS 1815
AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN INFANTRY 1809-16

PRUSSIAN LINE INFANTRY 1812-15
FRENCH LINE INFANTRY 1812-15
FRENCH LIGHT INFANTRY 1812-15
BRITISH LIGHT INFANTRY 1812-15
PRUSSIAN LANDWEHR I8I3-I5
FRENCH IMPERIAL GUARD INFANTRY I8I5

DANISH UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1800-1815 l>y Wurgler Hansen. A Wallet containing 4 colour
plates and 4 plates of English text, line drawings and contemporary engravings. Si x
124. r.. £1.80p.

BOOKS

BARGAINS FOR WARGAMERS

LUVAAS : THE EDUCATION OF AN ARMY. British Military thought 1815-1940. 1970, 454pp. Pub. £2.75.
Now £1.50.

ib. £3.20. Now £2.00.HADINGHAM : THE FIGHTING TRIPLANES. I969, 240pp, 185 photos, 29 line. Pub. £3.20. Now £2.00.
THOUMLIN : SCIENTIFIC SOLDIER - A Life of Gen. Le Marchant I766-I8I2. I968, 212pp, 9 illus., 3

maps. Pub. £2.25. Now £1.25.
ADLEMAN : ROME FELL TODAY. I969, 336pp. I6 illus. Pub. £2.00. Now £1.20.
BARKER : THE VAINGLORIOUS WAR 1854-1856. 1970, 348pp. 24 illus. Pub. £3.50. Now £2.50.
WHEATON : PRELUDE TO CALAMITY - The Nazi Rev. 1933-1955. 1968, 523PP. Pub. £3.75. Now £2.50.
MARSHALL-CORNWALL : MARSHALL MASSENA. 1965, 319pp, 12 illus. 10 maps. Pub. £2.50. Now £1.65.
O'BALLANCE : KOREA 1950-1953. 1969, 171pp, 9 maps. Pub. £2.25. Now £l.oo.
DUPUY : THE ILLUS. HISTORY OF W.W.II. 4 Titles available from the series:-
ASIAN & AXIS RESISTANCE MOVEMENTS - I965, 88pp, 25 photos. Pub. 80p. Now 60p.
ASIATIC LAND BATTLES : EXPANSION OF JAPAN IN ASIA - I965, 68pp. 31 photos, maps. Pub. 80p. Now 60p.
ASIATIC LAND BATTLES : ALLIED VICTORIES IN CHINA & BURMA - I965, 66pp, 35 photos, maps. Pub. 80p.

Now 60p.

SUMMATION ! STRATEGIC & COMBAT LEADERSHIP W.W.II (DUPUY). I967, 94pp. Pub. £1.05p. Now 60p.

BIVOUAC SPECIAL

BOURDET : THE ANCIENT ART OF WARFARE. A few sets remain of the U.S. edition of this magnificent two-
vol. set, now out-of-print. Over 1,000pp. fully illus. in colour and black and white. From Ramses to
Vauban; from Peter the Great to Eisenhower. ... £20.50p.

The above prices include postage. Free new and secondhand catalogues with every order.

WE ARE NOW STOCKING THE ENSIGN RANGE OP METAL 54mm FIGURES, A NEW AND ORIGINAL LINE DEPICTING BRITISH
OFFICERS IN MESS DRESS OF THE VICTORIAN PERIOD. CATALOGUE AVAILABLE AT 60p. (INC. POST) OR CALL TO VIEW
AT OUR SHO^WROOM.



COUNSELS of WAR

WHAT IS SO GOOD ABOUT HAFOLSOHICS?

But take American V/ar of Independence, for example; you have sot British Herulnrs in scarlet v/ith both
lishts and grenadiers, with variations for Highlanders and Hessians, cavalry in green and red, and artillery
in blue. As for the Americans, practically every unit had a different uniform, and endless variation is
possible. Even the Froggophiles are catered for, since the French were present in their own unique uniforms,
including some very fancy Lauzuns lancers and hussars. So the Napoleonic period certainly hasn't any parti-
cular monopoly on colour and variety of uniforms.

And tactics? To compare with the War of Independence again, although there is perhaps more scope for
cavalry tactics in Napoleonics due to having better trained cavalry, this is balanced by the fact "that in
American War of Independence one can use guerilla tactics with Indians and frontier riflemen, and still have
one's cavalry in a useful outflanking role. And a further notch in favour of American -/ar of Independence
is that both sides (generally speaking) have their own particular weaknesses and superiorities, which leans
to even more variation in tactics. The Americans as a whole have the edge in firepower and mobility, while
the British forces have better melee ability and staying power. Thus each side tries to force a situation
in which its abilities can triumph. As far as 1 can make out in Napoleonics the French (again considering
them as a whole) are just plain inferior to the British. Their cavalry cannot break British squares, nor
their poor suicidal columns the British lines. 1 would rather be the natives in a Colonial game, where 1
would have at least movement and concealment superiority, than the French in a Napoleonic game.

So come on, you Napoleonic crackpots, 1 challenge you to explain convincingly just what it is "that is
supposed to make Napoleonics so "special". If you can prove your point 1 will write and admit defeat, but
I reckon you will find it hard!

Square type anti-Napoleonic diehard.

1 HAVE BEEN TO .... (Continued from Page 10)

This bookshop carries all of its own reprints and original publications on the military history of South
Africa, as well as books by Rhodesian and British publishers. It also sells colour prints of African
warriors, and it has its own old and rare book selection upstairs. 1 got copies of Henty's "The Dash for
Khartoum", Jackson's "Osman Digns" and a V/orld War 1 pamphlet of cartoons drawn by South Africans while in
"German East". The bookshop is located on Wale and Loop Street. Relics of South Africa's wars may be hard
to find. The various curio shops that sell native handicrafts soil only replicas of assagais, shields^and
knobkerries - few of them are of actual size. I never went antique hunting there, so 1 don't know what is
available. There is a nice First '.'orld War monument in Cape Town that can give you valuable uniform infor
mation - as do the monuments to the KAR in Nairobi, Mombasa and Dar es Salaam. All in all, there is much
information on the Colonial wars to be had in East Africa, if you are both observant and persistant.

So the Napoleonic period certainly hasn't any parti-

mm
EASY TO MAKE AND CONVERT—FUN TO COLLECT

Historically accurate kits consisting of finely
detailed components moulded in various plas
tics, and where appropriate, helmets and breast
plates are metal-plated. Some kits contain wool
and fabrics to make helmet crests and plumes.
With a little ingenuity the figures can be ani
mated into almost any posture. The kits are
easy to assemble and are ideal for both the
expert and novice, provided you use the COR
RECT adhesives and paints. Coloured prints
are included with all kits.

Price 50p plus U.K. postage and packing lOp
for 1 kit, plus 2p for each additional kit.

HELMET ADHESIVE 10p per tube

For overseas postage and packing add 20% (surface
mail). Send postal orders, cheques or international
money orders to:

54mm Model Soldier Kits

HELMET PRODUCTS, BETCHWORTH,

SURREY. ENGLAND

* Only order kits marked with an asterisk

British Life Guards 1815
British Innlskllling Dragoon 1815
I he i-ots Grays 1815
French Line Dragoon Trooper 1803-15
French Line Dragoon Officer 1803-15
Russian Heavy Cavalry 1812-y
French Carablnier Officer 1810-15
French Carabinier Trooper 1810-15
French General Cuirassiers 1810-15
French Empress Dragoon 1806-15
Empress Dragoon Trumpeter 1806-15
French Horse Grenadier 1807-15
French Cuirassiers OfTcer 1810-15
French Cuirassiers Trooper 1803-15
French Cuirassiers Trumpeter 1807-15
French Line Lancers 1811-15
1st Polish Guard Lancers 1809-15
2nd Red Guard Lancers 1810-15
British 17th Lancers Crimea 1854
British 17th Lancers Parade 1846-55
British 10th Hussar 1815
British 18th Hussar 1809-15
British Light Dragoons 1812-15
French Hussars 1807-15
Chasseurs of Guard 1804-15
British Officer RHA 1800-15
Black Brunswick Hussar 1815

INFAIVTRY
British Inf. - Peninsular & Waterloo
Dutch Infantry - Waterloo
Belgian Infantry - Waterloo



AH IHTROPgCTION TO BOARD WARGAMIHG

Keith Robinson

I have played many boardgames and I believe that the dif- «[ | "Yf—ll ^ Y
ference between map moving in a campaign with model soldiers ([ I I , Tv I I [ X | i |
and moving card counters on a board is marginal. In this seriea < ^
I am going to discuss commercial board-games in the light of my - I ' Xr I X1^^ X I ■
own playing experience, beginning with a definition of this type
of table-top battle. Board-games are wargames using counters J | ' j ,1 Yj
which, by their shape, markings and colour, can be given attri- 1 I ^ I
butes which determine their behaviour in the game, which is I'
played on a board that can vary in complexity from the plain- | \ 1 1 1 I i \ T\
ness of the chessboard to that of the multi-coloured modern
simulation game. Wei-Hai, the earliest known board wargame I ^ [" vi.
originated in China about 3000 B.C. One thousand years later k i Y L. I I i / I
the game of Chaturanga appeared in India, using pieces repres-
enting infantry, elephants, chariots and cavalry. At a later T I —
date there arrived Checkers and Chess, representing individual Y^x^/ /
battles, and the game of GO representing the strategy of |
manoeuvre. By the 17th century Chess had ceased to even vague- ■ 1 - JL ^ i
ly resemble the battles of that period, accordingly devotees
devised variations using more pieces on a bigger board - this
they called Military or War Chess. These games were meant to act as training in the military art but their
life was short. In the late 18th century, a member of the Duke of Brunswick's household devised a game on
a board 49 by 34 squares, marked to represent five different types of terrain. -Formed of infantry, cavalry,
artillery, bridging equipment and entrenchments, each "army" defended its own fortress while attempting to
capture that of the enemy. Games became more and more complicated until, at the end of the century, the

ultimate was achieved with a board 60 x 60, based on the topography of the Franco-Belgian border on which
infantry, cavalry and artillery manoeuvred to rules that included provision for military stores, sieges and
siege equipment, fortifications, supplies, bridges and lines of communication.

In the late 19th century, using large scale maps, the Prussians became the major exponents of Krieg-
spiel and from now on military training began to deviate from true board-games with squares being eliminat
ed. At the same time dice were introduced to simulate the fortunes and fluctuations of war. Several vari
ations of Kriegspiel spread throughout the Western World. In U.S.A. Lieutenant Totten devised Strategos on
a board 48" x 40", marked out in one inch squares with a markable board and counters. The pieces were moved
in accordance with strict rules and conflict was resolved by comparing the strengths of the opposing pieces.

Board wargames for pleasure did not come into their own until the early 1950's, stimulated by the in
troduction in 1953 by the Avalon Hill Company of U.S.A. who published TACTICS - this simple game which forms
an ideal introduction to board wargaming has recently been reissued. Meanwhile, in Britain a series of
games were published involving the use of squared boards bearing a rudimentary terrain with domino-like
card counters stored vertically in metal stands with their coloured backs facing ones opponent. Involving
land, sea and air, this -series also included one game called Tri-tactics combining all three arms. The
principle cf the game was to rank units in increasing strengths with a "joker" unit which could defeat the
highest ranking unit but could itself be defeated by every other unit. The object of the game was to cap
ture the enemy flag or base. Another early British game was Combat. Supported by General Sir Brian
Horrocks, it involved ingenious system of stick-on and peel-off terrain symbols whioh gave a greater degree
of variety to the board; its rules were fairly simple.

In U.S.A. Avalon Hill were expanding their range of board-games to include non-military subjects such
as Management and Verdict, early games of a fairly simple nature but steadily gaining in realism. This is
contrary to the present policy of publishing complex games aimed specifically at the wargaming fraternity
rather than at the general public. In I966 there appeared Strategy and Tactics, an American magazine cater
ing for all forms of wargaming and providing background information in increasing depth. With a board-game
published in each issue. Initially, in addition to the rules, the games consisted of a folded map and
counters which had to be stuck on card and individually cut out; more recently the counters have been mount
ed on pre-cut card. Simulation Publications Inc., the publishers of Strategy and Tactics, are also commer
cial manufacturers of board-games.

In addition to these two major producers, several other American groups have produced board-games but
in an amateurish manner by photocopying or stencil techniques, neither of which are particularly presentable
nor durable. A notable exception, alas no longer available, was the Battle of Britain, an extremely good if
somewhat time-consuming game which we will consider at length in a later issue.

Recently board-games have appeared whioh simulate' global or Continental political-military conflict, the
simplest being Risk and Campaign which are young adult games and not really suitable for the enthusiast. The
leading political game is Diplomacy which has its own cult of worshippers and several magazines are published
dealing exclusively with its many ramifications. The game simulates the power struggle in Europe from Spring
1900 and involves armies, fleets plus diplomatic manoeuvering. Both Avalon Hill and Simulation Publications
Inc. produce similar games for other periods, the letter's offering represents the fall of the Roman Empire
and can be played single-handed which makes it almost unique amongst board-games; I consider it a very
welcome addition to my collection.

Next time - Air board wargames.
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WALL MODELS Ltd
373 High St. North, Manor Park, London E12 6PG Tei. 01-472 2508
OPEN TO 6 p.m. EACH EVENING
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER

AND MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

FIGURES & EQUIPMENT IN LASSET, PHOENIX, MINIATURE FIGURINES,
75mm, 54mm, 30mm, 25mm, 15min HINCHLIFFE, GARRISON, GREENWOOD &

ball, SANDERSON, MINOT, HISTOREX,
FLEETLINE, MICRO-TANKS, HEROICS & ROSE.

MILITARY KITS BY

FUJIMI, BANDAI, EIDAI, HASEGAWA, TAMIYA & AIRFIX
BADGER AIR BRUSHES. SCENIC ACCESSORIES FROM RIKO.

mail order TERMS: Under £5 add 15p post & packing. Over £5 post free. Overseas Rate; 30% Surface Mail
^60 Air Mail.

Catalogues for

Hinchliffe, Miniature Figurines & Phoenix, add Bp p. & p.

BELLONA TNEW 1974 RELEASES

D12-ANCIENT HILL FORT )
D13-AMERICAN CIVIL WAR LOG FORT /

The above models were designed by TERENCE WISE
specially for BELLONA. Both are suitable for use with
20-25mm Figures and each set contains informative text.

A1 - ROW OF THREE FRENCH-STYLE HOUSES
DIORAMA TRAYS
DT44 - 4" X 4" 11 |p DT64 - 6" x 4" 13p DT66 - 6" x 6" 15pDT44 - 4" X 4" 11|p DT64 - 6" x 4" 13p DT66 - 6" x 6" 15p

54p each

DT88 - 8"
DTI 08 - 10" X 8" 25p

MODEL STANDS for figures, ships, tanks, vehicles, guns, etc.
ST1 - 5 small stands 20p ST2 - 3 long stands

DT88 - 8" X 8" 20p

AVAILABLE NOW

ONLY 25p (Inc. VAT)

MICRO-MOLD Tel: WORTHING 46999
1-2 UNIFAX, WOODS WAY. GORING-BY-SEA SUSSEXBN124QY

CAST METAL MINIATURES BY

C in C
The full range of
C in C 20mm Napoleonic
and American Civil War
Artillery and Infantry
as released.

1/285 scale micro-
armour in an
expanding range -
the finest available.

,  ACCESSORIES &
Jt CONVERSIONS

I  Fine detail vacuum
formed parts for
modifying AIRFIX KITS

, CONV. 1 — Cast Hull and
' Sand Shields for M3A1 LEE

CONV. 2 — Cast Hull and
Sand Shields for M4A1
SHERMAN

MORE GOOD NEWS!
Ali'lnjection moulded

, Arnftec AFV Accessories
in 1/76, 1/4a and 1/35
scales now cost only
12p per set (inc. VAT) —
Use Set 3 American AFV

Tools for additional

detail on Conv. 1 and 2.

from the makers of BELLONA

Sole authorised distributors for Armtec outside USA and CANADA

S.A.E. for list please.
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In the Febru

ary (No. 145) News
letter I mentioned

having little in
formation upon the
new ranges of Jap
anese 20mm wargame
models which have

recently been im
ported into this
country. D.B.Clark
a World War 11 'en

thusiast', has
kindly provided
some of his own

observations on

this ranse and

quality.

"Three makers

seem to have come

into the market -

Eidai, Pijumi and
Hasegawa and the
ranges appear to be
as follows;-

EidaiI Panther,
Armoured car, 50mm
Pak anti-tank gun
and towing vehicles,
two types of 'soft'
half-track, and
88mm AA/AT gun,
German infantry box
and D.S. infantry
box, and 1 have
also seen (fleet-
ingly) two boxes
called 'fortifica

tions' and "town

scenery'.

Fi.iumi; Panther, T 58t (Czech), 'Lorraine' (S.P. A/T gun on T 58t chassis), KV II, 'Matilda', 88mm AA/AT

Hasegawa; 'Stuart' Light tank, U.S. 122mm howitzer, U.S. Willys jeep and 37mm a/T gun. Grant medium tank,
U.S. half-track and, presumably, the Tiger.

The prices are as follows - Eidai 40p; Pijurai 50p and Hasegawa 55p.

1 find that all these kits have varying merits, first, of course, they are expensive relative to the
Airfix offerings, but they do offer several items which 'fill in the gaps' Airfix have not closed, for in-
stance Hasegawa have provided a comprehensive range of U.S. equipment (except for a Sherman) for the period
1941-1943.

1 find the quality of the models varied. Pijumi are excellent, well detailed but a trifle 'fiddly' to
make (for instance there are about 11 turret parts vhereas Airfix usually have about 5 or 6), but when made
up they are truly impressive. Hasegawa have the same problems with the turret but, overall are easier to
put together, although their detail is a little cruder. Eidai are very simple to construct, and even with
me making them, the wheels manage to turn!

Now we come to the bugbears: scale - for, like the metal '20mm' they are all different. Pijumi are
1/76 and fit in nicely with the 'Minitanks' range from Austria; Hasegawa are 1/72 and match the Airfix, but
Eidai! they seem to be all scales and in the same packet too! My 50mm Pak A/T kit contained a towing
vehicle, Schwimmwagen, and 50nim gun; the kit was supposed to be 1/76 but the towing vehicle looked to be
more like 1/72, the Schwimmwagen I/60 (it is about twice the size of the Austrian, Minitank Sohwimmwagen



which is also I/76) and the Pak 50mm looked more like a 15mm representation. I went to the imperial War
Museum sKhrtly afterwards and found that I could (just) crouch behind the gun shield, however, even the
infantry provided by Minitanks could not get behind the shield of the Eidai gun! Also one was not provided
with a crew for this piece (although for some reason a Volksturm Panzerfaust was provifled with, may I point
out, no Volksturm to operate it). Of the three makers, as you have probably noticed, I found Eidai the
least satisfactory.

Unless, however, you are a purist (and I am not) one = can find Minitanks, Airfix, Hasegawa and Pijximi
all fit together nicely as regard to types and most of the major vehicles of World War II are provided (the
glaring ommissions being a MK II German and MI5/40 Italian, although the T38t will double for the latter;.

The new Airfix box of World War II infantry is a vast improvement on their earlier one, the figures
are more detailed and animated and in far more useful positions. Only two 'jumbles" here (talk about bit
ing the hand that feeds you!) there are no grenade throwers or prone firing infantry which I think is a ptiy.
I have not seen the Germans yet but if they are like the 1/35 tox I will be more than pleased.

I hope this rather lengthy information is of some use to you and any other wargamers although it is
largely personal and I would not claim that .it was at all entirely comprehensive.

A few issues back saw mention of the very fine Ancient war-chariots produced by Bill Lamming and
marketed by Peter Kemplay from Pramlingham, Woodbridge, Suffolk, or the Northern Garrison at Knaresborough,
Yorkshire. Now Peter has sent me a set of four foot figures to compliment the chariot kits. They are the
usual full individual style and quality that we expect from Bill Lamming and will make very pleasing
adjuncts to these Ancient war vehicles.

Older subscribers will know of my nostalgic fondness for 30mm plastic wargames figures put out by
Honald Spencer-Smith of 66 Longmeadow, Primley, Camberley, Surrey. At last they can be obtained from a
commercial outlet because Peter Kemplay tells me that he has been unable to resist stocking them so that
the full range can now be obtained from him, with a group of superior figures due out soon which will be
slightly more expensive. Strictly speakingthese are 30mm figures but they match almost perfectly with the
popular 25mm figures so that they are absolutely ideal for wargamers wanting to achieve very large armies
at reasonable cost or to dabble in alternative periods. Obviously they do not match metal figures in detail
but they are good value, quick to paint and laughably easy to convert. Sold in bags of 24 cavalry or 80
infantry for £1.20p plus cannon and artilleryman, the range includes Napoleonic, American Civil War, Seven
Years War/American War of Independence and a modern British Army range in field dress. The new figures will
include Napoleonic American War of Independence periods. As soon as I receive samples I will report faith
fully upon them in these pages.

I notice that Wyvern Models of 37 David's Road, Forest Hill, London SE23, are selling Minifigs 5nim
items at half price - 5p items 2^p; lOp items for 5P" They also stock most other ranges of figures and
accessories for wargamers.

At the Model Engineers Exhibition I was impressed by the large numbers of new books being sold at great
ly reduced prices on the Bivouack Books stand (104 Kilburn Square, London NW6 6PS). If you are in London
they are well worth a visit.

Under their new Proprietor Eric W. Knowles(ably assisted by his wife Ivy) Wall Models Limited of 373
High Street North, Manor Park, London E12 6PG, specialise in figures and accessories for the wargamer and
the military collector. Not only do they stock figures by almost every known British maker but also large
ranges of Japanese tank kits, etc. Another husband and wife team who are old friends of Wargamer's News
letter are Russell and Mary Gammage of Rose Miniatures (I5 Llanover Road, Plumstead, London SE18 3ST).
Their 54mm figures are world renowned and the wargamer will find much to recommend their small but pleasing
range of 25mm wargames figures plus a new range of 30mm Napoleonic and Colonial War figures. Painted up,
they look extremely good as you can possibly see from the small photograph on this page.

j.iLMlJ. Greenwood and Ball, who advertise in this magazine, have recently released
"'"SwHI some new 25mm wargames figures in the Napoleonic, Ancient and Seven Years War

IL- periods. Among them are a mounted ClibanaSi on an armoured horse with a spareHn ,4^ shield and a bowj a Carthaginian standard bearer and an Assyrian infantryman in
full mail; a British Light Dragoon, a British Guardsman drummer and British

V; Guard in the Napoleonic period and a Prussian musketeer in two positions for the
\  .■ . I Seven Years War and American War of Independence period. Prices for foot

®^® plus VAT; mounted l6p plus VAT.

"*7 Micro-Mold Plastics of 1-2 Unifax, Woods Way, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex BN12
2QY, took over the Bellona organisation and have pushed on rapidly since then.

PWIW. ' Although I have not seen their latest releases (hint, hint) they are pictured
at .-the top of the following page. These items include an Ancient hill fort and

an American Civil War log fort, both designed by Terence Wise and accompanied by a sheet of historical text,
describing both items; they retail at 54p each. A useful terrain item in the I/76 scale is a row of three
houses in low relief retailing at 25p. Moulded in 30 thou.styrene, the houses are suitably dilapidated and
serve as excellent background scenery for wargames or dioramas. The 20mm scale American Civil War figures
imported from America and sold by Micro-Mold Plastics at 15p per package of two figures with both Union and
Confederate artillery crews of six figures in a package for 27ip. In their 1/285 scale tank range, there
are now available an SUlOO assault gun at l6p and two other tanks plus a Hetzer and a PAK40 coming soon.
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I hnve alresdy mentioned Bivouack Books so they are getting two for the price of one when I talk of
their latest Uniformation sheets number 11 and 12 - the French Imperial Guard infantry I8I5 and the Prussian
Landwehr I8I5. Each sheet bears excellent coloured views of N.C.Os, officers, drummers, standard bearers
etc,, with descriptive text and line drawings showing uniform detail. All are printed on strong'high
quality art card 21" x 10" and sell at 75p including postage and packing.

My old friend Hay Seton of Warrior Metal Miniatures (23 Grove Road, heighten Buzzard, Beds LTJ? 8SP),
continues to turn out figures almost as fast as Miniature Figurines and that is about the ultimate! His
latest include additions to the existing gun crews and Napoleonic British Foot artillery, British Horse,
French Foot, French Horse, Prussian Foot and Horse, Russian Foot and Horse, Austrian Foot and Horse, Spanish
Foot and Horse, all with 5 figures per crew. These are all in good action positions and when painted are
most attractive - the price is also attractive at 6p per figure. Send for a current catalogue of the whole
available Napoleonic range.

I do not often get around to mentioning Hinton Hunt Figures in these pages largely because, as old
subscribers will remember, there was a disagreement on a point of principle concerning advertising of rival
makers. However, I had the pleasure of meeting that cheerful, rotund and trendy character Marcus Hinton the
other day which pricked my conscience so, whilst I have no actual details of his latest releases in the war-
games field, I can say that he is constantly increasing his range and that he gives very good discounts for
figures bought in bulk which makes Hinton Hunt Figures a good proposition for a club. For some reason,
Marcus has provided a more than frequent target for those people who pirate figures - I suppose in a way
this is an inverted compliment to him but it is not so good for business. Wargamers are urged to stick to
reputable makers, otherwise they will not increase their ranges and we will all suffer.

1 note from a recent announcement in the magazine that since Tony Bath became Administration Manager
with Miniature Figurines, Neville Dickinson has taken up the duties of Managing Director - I always thought
he was the Managing Director! Anyway, Miniature Figurines IS Neville Dickinson who is not only a good
friend of mine but also a staunch supporter of this magazine, advertising constantly over the years. As you
will see from his advert on the inside front cover, he is turning out items of a somewhat specialised nature
although there must be a demand for them otherwise he wouldn't bother! This Middle Earth range is increased
this month with new figures for Mouth of Sauron, Gondorean Citadel guard, Beorn the Bear Man, a small Ent,
Harad spearmen and Pukiman. His more orthodox figures are increasing at an incredible rate and there have
been literally scores of them new to his list produced in the last four weeks! In the 15mm scale there is
a variety of new strips of both foot and mounted Napoleonic troops with the mounted three to a strip includ
ing standard bearer, trumpeter and figure with a drawn sword including British Hussar officers, French
CuLrassier officers, British Life Guard officers and French Dragoon officers. Strips of five infantry are
for British Light Infantry, Russian Grenadiers, Russian Line Infantry and Austrian Line Infantry. There are
other new strips which include a mixture of one mounted officer with three foot figures and one with a
standard. Each strip costs lOp. In 25mm scale Miniature Figurines have added to their Aztec, Indian Wars,
British Napoleonic, Prussian Napoleonic, French Napoleonic, Brunswick Napoleonic, English Civil War end
Middle Earth; The figures are well made, improving even upon those that have already appeared, particular
ly several new Romans taken from the PB series in Phil Barker's books. There are also some fine new mounted
Napoleonic figures while the English Civil War range has some musketmen and mounted Parliamentarian troopers.

I had a phone call the other day from Peter Laing of 11 Bounds Oak Way, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent, with whom I had exchanged correspondence for a long time but had never previously talked and have yet
to meet. Retiring from teaching to become a full-time maker of model soldiers, Peter Laing turns them out
in an incredible number and in great variety. I think that his latest range of World War I, covering the
initial stages when the fighting was in the open and the continuous lines of trenches had not been formed,
are most attractive and open up a new field for wargamers. World War I is not particularly good wargaming
territory but those early days have a lot to offer if one takes the trouble to research them. His new range
includes British, French, Belgium and German infantry and cavalry plus cyclists, machinegunners, field guns,
etc. All very exciting and 1 am fighting off an overwhelming temptation to buy some and start up in this
scale.

Talking of 15mm figures - a few weeks ago I had a photographer take some photographs both in black-and-
white and in colour of a 15nim battlefield set out by Mike Willmore of the Wessex Military Society. A fairly
recent wargamer, Mike shows incredible industry and diligence in turning out vast armies' of Napoleonic
figures in 15mm scale so that he can put on reasonably accurate simulations of such battles as Ligny,
Yimiera, and a scheduled Borodino with ntuabers of figures that make it a reasonably accurate representation.
The front cover of this magazine shows one of these black-and-white shots taken of a wargame in progress be
tween the French and Russian troops in Mike's converted garage where, whilst his car stands out in the wet,
as many as ten or a dozen wargamers surge around his huge table until 2 or 3 a.m. on at least one evening a
week.

I notice that Model Figures and Hobbies (Lower Balloo Road, Groomesport, Co. Down, N. Ireland BTI9 2LTr)
have some new Ensign 1:1200 ships which include an Avenger aircraft carrying two aircraft at £1.00p; a
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German E-Boat at lOp; Black Swan Class Escort at 20p - all finished Atlantic grey and ready for action.
Model Flares and Hobbies claim to offer the largest selection in the U.K. from aircraft carriers to motor
torpedo boats with spares including British 15 inch gun turrets, landing craft, aircraft, 9 inch tripple
turrets, etc., with items from 7p» Send a 5p stamp for the full listings.

Most of us (or at least our children) have at sometime or other collected the die-cast metal vehicles
made in the Matchbox range. This group have now gone into strict ls72nd scale and, with crisp and neat
moulding, have six initial releases in armoured fighting vehicles coming out during this year. They are
poked with a diorama base and often with crew figures and experts tell me that they can ".... match if not
better in some cases, the best APVs in this scale already on the market."

^  that the following would be of interest but I cannot guarantee source of supply except thatpow pe name Roundhouse of Hawthorne, California, U.S.A. They are producing some Old Time building kits,
dpaped dpectly from buildings discovered in the California Mother Lode gold country. There are HO models
of the style of buildings to be found around California during the Gold Hush and, designed in modular con
struction, they are produced from precision engraved dies and feature all details of the original buildings
such as bricks, woodwork and iron door shutters. I love model buildings and have vast collections of them
in my house, mostly in kit form and not yet made up, and yet I loathe fighting wargames involving buildings
pcpse 1 lack the ptience to winkle people out of them! I have heard of some diorama sets in 1:76 scale
by NITTO which are in a series of six with each box including one large tank, one smaller vehicle, a set of
pgures (forming crews to the vehicles etc), such accessories as oil drums, telegraph poles and brick wall
ing; a packet of scatter-grass and a plastic base 5f" 3C 94"* This enables the modeller to make up various
base boards that will join together to make a big diorama. The vehicles are in kit form with the first two
sets having a Panther, Tiger I with schnorkel gear, BMW R75 motorcycle, Kubelwagen and Pak 35/36 3.7 cm
anti-tank gun. The well detailed figures have separate arms and can be suitably animated; the six figures
with the Pak 36/37 form a very neat gun crew or can be used as ordinary infantry. Future sets will include
a Jagdpanther; PzKpfw IV with skirt armour; SdKfz 250and 88 cm flak 36. In this country they sell at £1.50
per set and seem to be good value - although I have not seen them.

For those wargamers interested in battles involving armoured vehicles,! Membership of the Miniature
Ai*moured Fighting Vehicle Association is essential. For only £1.50p per year every member gets the
Association's magazine TANKETTE, packed with drawings, photographs and information, but more than that they
have access to an exceptionally interesting line of l!76 scale model military vehicles made by Eric Clark
who turns out kits of models that cannot be obtained from other sources. For example, one of his latest is
the Daimler Mk I armoured car which comes in six fibre glass resin pieces with the hull, turret and four
wheels ready moulded. When cleaned up and cemented with UHU makes up very quickly into an excellent little
detailed model. Other items in the range include a Stuart tank; a PzKfw I; MI3/I4; a Valentine; a SdKfz
25O; Chevrolet 30 cwt; AEC Mk III; a Russian BT-7 all in 1:76 range and capable of being made up very quick
ly so that the large numbers required by the wargamer are readily obtained. The range also includes spares
such as the Valentine suspension/track for scratch-building.and German artillery wheels.. The price of the
Daimler armoured car kit is 37p plus postage. So, if you want to obtain this kit but, even more important
become a member of the H.A.F.V.A. then write with a S.A.E. to G.E.G.Williams, 15 Berwick Avenue, Heaton,
Mersey, Stockport, Cheshire SKA 3AA.

Spent a most stimulating day in London recently when I visited the Tradition shop in the morning and
Willie (Ted Suren) 60 Lower Sloane Street, in the afternoon. Wargamers will be interested to hear that
Tradition are turning out at least six new figures a week in their 25mm wargames range; that they have 271
new figures in production and that cavalry are beginning to appear. Ranges are being completed by the in
clusion of officers, musicians, standard bearers, etc., and a World War II range is shortly to come into
existence. To see these figures at their best one should visit the shop at 188 Piccadilly where they are
all arrayed, beautifully painted and extremely tempting. Another item I noticed, outside the normal war-
games range but extremely useful for Individual Wargaming using Skirmish Line rules, was the set of 54mm
95'th Riflemen, made by Charles Stadden and taken from that wonderful painting "The Rearguard" which adorns
the jacket of that excellent book "Jackets of Green".

Privileged to be taken "behind the scenes" at the "Willie" shop, what we were shown was so exciting
that Chris Scott and I are writing a joint article on the visit which will be included in the visit in the
newsletter's "I Have Been To series. At this stage I will content myself by saying that if you wish
to wargame in unusual periods such as the Sikh War or to embellish your armies with such colourful additions
as mountain batteries with mule-carried guns or gun-teams of that famous Victorian elite corps the Bengal
Horse Artillery - then trot along to 60 Lower Sloane Street and" see what you can afford. The last is a
rather pointed remark because, like all good things in life, these figures do not come cheap!

Slightly out of context but applicable if this magazine is to be considered the "newspaper of the hobb "
- one hears rumours that Peter Gilder, the designer of the Hinchliffe range of wargames figures, may be
severing his connections with that firm and that the Wargames Research Group (Bob O'Brien and Phil Barker)
are going into the manufacture of wargames figures; as this is written in mid-February, it will be interest
ing to see what has transpired by early April when the magazine comes into your hands!

THE AMERICAN SCENE - Continued from Page 20.

contribution to Confederate defeat.

Curiously, after he had failed as a field commander, Bragg was appointed President Davis' military
adviser. I intend to examine Bragg's later career, especially his role at Richmond in Confederate command
decisions and strategy, in another volume.



THE
AMERICAN SCENE

Grady McVhiney

(Professor of History, University of British Columbia (and a visit
ing professor at UC, Berkeley), the author of "Braiton Bragg and
Confederate Defeat", first of a two-volume study of the controver
sial general).

Most biographers pick as a subject someone that they and others
admire: I decided to write about an anti-hero, a tragic figure who
failed to live up to expectations. Instead of the usual cataloging
of my subject's achievements, I have emphasised how and why General
draxton Bragg - for whomo Fort Bragg, California, and Port Bragg,
Uorth Carolina, were named - contributed to the defeat of the
Southern Confederacy. Bragg commanded one of the South's two most
important armies for 17 months, and under his leadership the Con
federacy's principal western army fought four major campaigns and
retreated from Kentucky to Georgia. When he was relieved of command,
Bragg was the most badly beaten general in the Confederacy.

General Braxton Bragg
(from an early photograph by

Matthew Brady).

No one doubted Bragg's military ability when the Civil War began. Mexican War hero, retired army
lieutenant colonel, he was one of the most distinguished soldiers to join the southern struggle for inde
pendence. He rose quickly from brigadier to full general, and in 1862 a congressman informed him: "No
general in the army has more of public confidence and admiration. Your praise is on the lips of every man."

But soon Bragg became the South's most denounced commander. "Bragg is either stark mad or utterly in
competent," annoimced an army doctor. "He is ignorant of both the fundamental principles and details of
his noble profession. He has lost the confidence of both his men and officers."

One general swore he would never fight again under Bragg's command; another threatened to resign from
the army and to challenge Bragg to a duel. In a canard an old lady said: "I wish General Bragg were dead
and in heaven. I think it would be a Godsend to the Confederacy." "Why, my dear," replied her friend, "if
the General were near the gates of heaven, and invited in, at the critical moment he would 'fall back.'"

My conclusion is that much of this criticism was justified. Bragg was courageous, and at times imag
inative, resourceful, and bold, but his personality, training, and experience combined to prevent him from
becoming a successful army commander. An arrogant and intolerant martinet, he found it difficult to lead
an army composed overwhelmingly of individualistic citizen-soldiers. He was just as contemptuous of volun
teer soldiers and a democratic military establishment in the 1860s as he had been in the 1840s.

General Ulysses S. Grant, who served with Bragg in the U.S.Army before the Civil War, remembered him'
as a "remarkable intelligent and well-informed man, professionally and otherwise," who had an "irascible
temper, and was naturally disputatious." Despite a high moral character and correct habits, Bragg "was in
frequent trouble. As a subordinate he was always on the lookout to catch his commanding officer infringing
his prerogatives; as a post commander he was equally vigilant to detect the slightest neglect, even of the
most trivial order."

Grant recalled a popular story about Bragg, who at the time was both company commander and company
quartermaster. "As commander of the company he made a requisition upon the quartermaster - himself - for
something he wanted. As quartermaster he declined to fill the requisition, and endorsed on the back of it
his reasons for so doing. As company commander he responded to this, urging that his requisition called
for nothing but what he was entitled to, and that it was the duty of the quartermaster to fill it. As
quartermaster he still persisted that he was right." Unable to resolve the dilemma, Bragg referred the
whole matter to the post commander, who exclaimed: "My God, Mr. Bragg, you have quarreled with every officer
in the army, and now you are quarreling with yourself."

Bragg was notoriously inept in relations with people he disliked, and he failed to win the loyalty of
his chief lieutenants, In 1862 he denounced his senior corps commander, a former bishop and close friend
of President Jefferson Davis, as an utterly worthless old woman.

Even more important, Bragg was a mediocre tactician who learned too little from his own mistakes. He
discounted the importance of field entrenchments or defensive tactics; he seemed unaware that the rifled
musket had outdated frontal bayonet attacks; and he retained throughout the Civil War a prejudice for
assault tactics which he acquired at West Point and reinforced during the Mexican War.

Besides hia other defects, Bragg simply was too unhealthy, too unlucky, and too impatient - with both
his own men and the enemy - to be a great army commander. He lacked that impertuibdjility and resolution so
necessary in field generals.

The conclusion is inescapable that Braxton Bragg, as commander of the Army of Tennessee, made a major

flONTINUED OH PAGE 19



meral miniatures

pre5ent5
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS,STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French, Prussian, Austrian, Russian,Spanish

Bugler French Hussars I

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds
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LETTERS

ing a set of rules for'^mass^publication ^^They'^Llt''ittem^t t° problems facing someone writ-
no two persons have the same'opinion o^^hfrL^cW^e abfLtLs'of impossibility,
troops. All one can do is make basic nroviRirtn<5 t. i es of different types or nationalities of
make his, or in the case of a Club or group, their sef of*rulT f the buyer of the set of rules can

rules "as bought", always changing and adding to thAm af+A I personally have never used a set of
Research Group Rules ITRO-ISSO tbaao m + them after every battle. In the case of the Wargames
seems to thinL-^h:

D. Coltman of Gateshead.

ooOoo

games Research Sroup^rulL^self^Lt^'speakLg^to^LmLrs'' i have not read the War-
rind them unrealistL. Surety however onfcould °p Cl'ih who have used them, they
troops, and have his Saxons as "grenadier" class troops. ® as "line" or even "raw" (inexperienced)

"Hundred dayl"7 ̂ hf'Br^Ssh'^afai^d^neffhe'^c^irasrarthreL^^^^^
decline for their usage, only in uitched ha + tioa f-a ■+ ■ v, j 18th century, probably owing to aor more years) and thf AmeSan wars which deLidiffa^r thirty
re-equip them with the cuirass around 1812 (at thff however, the Prince Regent wished tofact that only two regiments of cuirLsSLwerf present if encountered, due to the
Life Guards in fact wore cuirasserat ? Peasant in the Peninsular) and a sub-division of the 2ndthe cuirass that makes the man fight better Lt thrfaft°fh Sovereigns in June I8I4. It is nota smaller target to stab at). It would not'make any differeLe fLe^thrfLfff^fi ht'® (having
combatants were not able to reach the body with edged weapons anyway." fighting infantry, as these

R.H.A.Loweth (Junior Modern Champion Leicester '73).
ooOoo

totany froSffan s'Lcf J'kfow lTty.TZl "misguided" organisation, the Hitler Jugend. I am not>'owever, that the Germans wJ^tS :.^^:::r:f:faign"f:^hrw^fld^^re^\^^ ^ ^-
forces left to defen^the^major"fitifs^frcfrfafy fgainst"the^R^ Hitler Jupnd were one of the last organised
sfb:r\s"S1;rlS!^ Tfe;°:ff:\\!h1y'fu"::LJT" ^i.Ht%hr;^'l!;rfnf''jfLfrsi;ii: ?:nks°\rthehattle Of Berlin. - An^LL^ft^ff;LL"°::tiS;i:r:aTb: Sdln'f^Je^Lfft'LlaS"!^^'^

Yours triumphantly - S.Switzer of London.

stoma£"EflSfr° Newsletter. They still turn my
ooOoo

the flfst''?0 rufLffwSrf 2nfraf''inus?fatrr®anf"®-f''r"®'' ""Tl' " ®1®°
probably have the same qualms as mvself Tp+'a h ^ circulated magazine. Most older subscribersnot becLe too much of aTa^crtaTfgffiikfliliSS ^o^llL^-i^tLnrtfr:::?^^^ucf frSff-r."

Noel 2;aal of South Africa.

ooOoo

liked the November 1973 issue of Wargamer's Newsletter was as good as ever. I particularlviikea nichard Brooks article on "Thp n+h<a-r cs-i/^a t •, . . x peix-ticuxarxy

eMa"na Kd. " ">• •" ■>•*"»• i>«" tt.g

Ke Christmas, but my orders do not authorise me to visit the U K I hone to

C ■. (Major) James C.Bean Jr. of Port Hamilton, U.S.A.



"I was very sorry to learn that the old Wargamer'a Newsletter was to he no more - it was exactly its
one man band approach that made,it what it was - a charming, direct, no axe to grind, local newspaper.

The fact that it was entirely in your control has meant that your readers were able to learn from
Editorial, Must List, and lists of books, of events, publications and models without any favour or finan
cial considerations.

I have been a constant reader since October I964 and I shall miss the postman dropping the small
manilla envelope on the mat each month and wondering what interesting tit bit will be revealed.

That is of course my rather selfish personal point of view - I have no doubt from a professional Point
of view that you are right that in general "wargaming" does require a publication slanted towards the hobby
- to give the wargamer the information enjoyed by fans of other hobbies - say Railways or gardening, etc.,
where the articles and advertising do relate mainly to the subject we are interested in.

There is no doubt that most of the other glossy magazines read by wargamers are slanted to the 54nim
collectors upwards, and that we have before been the poor relations as regards national coverage.

It is my personal point of view that manufacturers and printers become much more aware of the likes
and dislikes of their market when exposed to national publicity rather than being at the end of a chain of
manufacturer - wholesaler - shop - buyer.

I do have one further thought - most of the wargamers I know tend to be highly individual, they tend
to gather into small groups having related views, taking one type of periodical, etc. Do you think that
they would buy something that they do not already subscribe to - i.e. if they do not like the Newsletter
now will they buy it when it is bigger and on sale at a newspaper shop?"

John Nicholls of Purley, Surrey.

(I do not think that John Nicholls need worry about changes in the style of the Newsletter. It will
be .iust as before - I would not have gone into the merger if it had been any other way. D.P.)

ooOoo

"I have been wargaming now for approximately 10 years and I should like to detail a few of the periods
we wargame in and the rules we use. Our latest adventure started six months ago after a visit to the
Renaissance Exhibition in the Tower of London. I re-read a couple of old Wargamer's Newsletters and de
cided to start from scratch with a Renaissance Army in 15mm. So far we have home cast over 1,000 figures
and are using our own rules of a Wgrgames Research Group basis.

We have also recently began 1/300 Modern wargaming with a mixture of different figures and using a
composite of Wargames Research Group and Micro-tank rules.

I have some 1/300 Mini-figs Napoleonics which have not proved very successful. Also Les Higgins 20mm
S.C.V. and Marlburian; Airfix American War of Independence, American Civil War and Ancients also a mixture
of Airfix and sundry metal 20mm Napoleonics. We are now contemplating a home cast Crimean War Army but for
the moment we continue with our Renaissance."

D. Coltman of Gateshead.

ooOoo

"At the moment I am doing some research on the Greek War 1813-1814. When the war of 1812 between
England and America broke out the Greeks wished to remain neutral but due to the British intrigues in
Florida and troubles with settlers they soon split the Creek villages into pro and anti Americans. Accord
ing to custom when the Creeks went on the war path they planted a red pole in the middle of the village,
therefore those who went to war against the Americana were called Red Sticks. The Creeks then started a
terrible war against the settlements and rival Creek nations. A coalition of white soldiers, pro American
Creeks and other Indian allies under General Andrew Jackson finally defeated the Red Sticks at Alabama.
The defeated Red Sticks escaped to Florida where they joined a tribe called the Seminoles or the Runaways.

wi th

For these wars I would use Colonial Skirmish Rules/an adaption for firing, the rifle being used was
the flint-lock single shot smooth-bore rifle. Now for the most important part. The soldiers! For the
Creeks it would be possible to use Airfix Robin Hoods with their caps cut off and replaced by a ball of

'plasticene also their swords must be cut off. Their tunic and trousers can be painted buff with a little
black added to darken. For the American infantry you can use the Airfix British 1 » Plume
Grenadiers and Washington's Army minus their hats and replaced by hat from /' t only
plasticene to look like this. The cavalry you can make from the British Hussars
kit, only using the bottom part the top part being made from the French infantry Cavalry,
man minus their packs and shako. The hat is the same as for infantry except
that they had a small plume on the side of the hat."

for

Cavalry.

Stephen Hicks of Sydney, Australia.

—ooOoo—



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

25mm
FIGURE RANGE
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR (ECW)
|CW3 Pikeman in plumed hat. pike forward
ECW4 Pikeman in plumed hat, pike up
ECW5 Musketeer in helmet, firing
ECW6 Musketeer in helmet, at present
ECW11 Colour Bearer in helmet
ECW12 Colour Bearer in plumed hat

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR CAVALRY (ECWC)
ECWC2 Heavy Cavalry, charging
ECWC4 Heavy Cavalry, trumpeter
|CWC5 Light Cavalry plumed hat. at rest

Cavalry plumed hat. Officer

^'9^^ Cavalry plumed hat. Trumpeter
fcCWCy Cuirassier
ECWC10 Cuirassier Officer
ECWC11 Dragoon

PERSONALITY FIGURES (PF)
PF22 Rupert PF23 Fairfax

25mm EQUIPMENT (25)
25/AN ECW Culverm 15 pdr medium qun
25 AR ECW Heavy Mortar

EQUIPMENT GROUPS (EG)
EG9 ECW Shot barrow and attendant, powder

barrel, base grillage and 2 gabions

75mm

FIGURE RANGE
75/6 Officer de Grenadiers, tenue de service 1804-10

wearing bearskin
75/7 Grenadier de ligne en tenue de route 1805-07

wearing forage cap

54mm

FIGURE RANGE
FIG British Horse Artillery. 1815. gunner with

handspike
Fn British Horse Artillery 1015. gunner with

bucket
F12 British Horse Artillery 1815, gunner with

spongeing out
F13 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner carrying

round

F14 British Horse Artillery 1815. gunner stopping
vent

F15 British Horse Artillery 1815. Sergeant
F16 British Horse Artillery 1815, Officer
These figures are specifically designed to comple
ment the British Napoleonic artillery pieces listed
in our 54mm equipment range.

All available from
your local stockist —

if in difficulty, write
direct.

Illustrated Catalogues available 50p from your local stockist, 58p direct.

U.S. ANNOUNCEMENT

m^tffeIiTa^ announce to our American friends that manufacture of our models will take place under 11,

Who chose the best?

miniature figurines U.S.A. INC., 4311 Lemmon Avenue, Dallas, Texas 75219, U.S.A.

Contact them for further good news

Naval Wargamers
W« offer our own line of sailing ship kits for NAVAL WARGAMERS. All
kits feature cast metal hulls^ pre-soldered mast and yard assemblies»
printed paper sails, building instructions and general painting guide,

NAPOLEONIC SERIES 1:1200 scale sailing ship kits,
N1, Gunboat,,,, ,,#,50 each N6, Frigate #1,30 each
N2, Cutter,,,,,,,,,,,,#,50 each N7, Frigate (large),,,,,#1,70 each
N3, Bomb Ketch #,60 each n8, 7il.-gun Ship $2,10 each
N4, Brig,,,,,,,,,,,,,,#,75 each N9, 100-gun Ship,,,,,,,,$2,90 each
N5, Sloop (corvette),#1,00 each N10, 120-gun Ship $lj.,i|.0 each
B1, Booklet on building, painting, detailing, rigging and

converting this series,,, .,,,,,,#,50 each

ANCIENT SERIES 1:600 scale ship kits,
A1, Phoenician Merchant, .$,50 A7, Roman Merchantman $1,65
A2, Phoenician Biremo,,o.#,65 A8, Blreme/Trireme,., | ,65
A3« Egyptian Merchantman,#,70 A9, Trireme/Quadrireme ,|l,20

Egyptian Bireae,,,,,,$,60 AlO,Quadrireme/QuinTU?eme,,,,$2,10
A5« Greek Merchantman,,,,$,50 A11 .Dekare, .,•$2,90
A6, Greek Bireme ,,#,65

Penna, residents must add 6% sales tax.
Please add postage as follows** U.S., orders up to #10,00, add #1,00,
orders from #10,01 to $20,00, add #1,50, orders over $20,00, post free

Overseas** add 25^ of total order for surface mall or $0% for air mail

antos iniaturcs

Post Office Box 4062, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17111
U.S.A.



BOOK REVIEWS

COLLECTING VOLUNTEER MILITARIA by R.J.Wyatt. (sf" x 5-|"i
146 pages; 16 plates; 17 line drawings. David and Charles -

I do not know many wargamers who have Vol\inteer Militia
in their forces and can only surmise what rules could be formu-
lated for their fighting ability and morale. Nevertheless, the
English Volunteer Force dates back to the 8th century when
Alfred demanded service in his Pyrd from every male subject
from 16 to 60 to combat the marauding Danes and Vikings. The
subsequent history of these Volunteer Forces was to me the most
fascinating section in this book but then I do not collect
uniforms, headdress, badges, buttons and equipment, medals and
tokens nor weapons that belonged to such organisations. How
ever, for the collector this book must be a mine of information .. .. 4.v, n .•n„o+-r!.+od and
- it even details other books to collect on the same subject! Nicely put together, well illustrated a
meticulously researched, this book is highly readable without being a collector but if your tastes lean
that direction then rush out and buy it!

BEHIND BAMED WIRE by A.J.Barker. (sf" x 5i"; 242 pages; 21 photographs and maps. Batsford - £3.50p).
The success of the recent Colditz series on T.V. has lifted the edge of the curtain "^^^at^happy

but humai^y necessary creature - the prisoner-of-war. Anomalously, prisoners were often better treated in
Q-i- f-pn+iirips than thev are today when his treatment and status are often marked by xncreasxng brutality,fnoLdlng^nLefsLrand sadistic repression or even torture. Written with great feeling, the book out

lines the background to prisoners-of-war from the beginnings of time and then discusses the capture, inter-
i^tiJn ^iffbe^d thfwire, their work, religion, guards and discipline, consolation and diversions,
escape. Indoctrination, freedom, repatriation and after-effects and gives a /J"®
few wargamers with facilities in their rules for prisoners-of-war and it is not likely that this book will
alter that situation but it certainly provides a stimulus for "individual-type" wargaming involving escapes
from castles or compounds.

Perhaps the most prolific reader of my acquaintance is Bill Thurbon of Cambridge, a
subscriber to this magazine. What follows is taken from a number of interesting letters written
subject of books.

Have vou read THE BATTLESHIP ERA by Peter Padfield; (Hart-Davis 1972) . This_^ is _ an excellent s^vey
of the Ironclad Warship and the Battleship from the Crimean and A.C.W. to the final sinking J® *
There is much that will be of value to the wargamer and an interesting survey of the
nower on sea power. The failure of successive British Governments, and of the British people to
the need for Naval strength in the 1920-s and -JO's should give us cause to consider our present attitude
to defence. The book serves to remind us of the old adage - "Look to your Moat .

THE CONFEDERATES AND FEDERALS AT WAR by Colonel H.C.B.Rogers. (lan Allan - 1975 - £3.20p).

"This book is not an history of the American Civil War; it is a description of the armies of both sides;
giving their equipment; organisation and method of fighting." Thus begins the author, and it is a very
accurate description of his book.

After an outline history of the land fighting there are chapters on: Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery,Engin'ef^rand SiSa". Hallways, Supplies and Transport, Medical, Command -d Staff
they affected the land fighting, with a final chapter, as an example of a battle, on Chanoellorsvilie.

-jje an ideal reference book for the beginner in A.C.W. wargaming.

COMMENTARIES OF BLAISE MOHLUC ed Ian Ray. (Military Memoirs Series (Ed. Peter Young) Longmans - £3.5Qp)

This is an edited, abridged edition of Monluc's Commentaries - made from the 17th century English tran
slation! !ms is rveiy well known book in IVance; not so well known in England - although it is used by
historians like Fortescue and Oman in "The Art of War in the l6th Century".

Monluc was a Gascon, served as a French soldier from cl520-70, and ended as a Marshal of
was a forerunner of D'Antagnan and Cyrano and served in the Valois-Hapsburg ^
16th century and later took a prominent part in the French Wars of Religion on the Catholic side. His ad
ventures are striking. He took part in the Battles of Pavia and Cerignola and many other campaigns, was
much famed for a long and stubborn defence of Siena and was a successful Lieutenant of Guienne during the
Wars of Religion. He played a prominent part in the capture of Thionville. His career is
the period he covered. He served as a young man under Bayard, began his career in the days of the armcured
man-at-arms and crossbowman and lived to see the development of Pike and Arquebus and cavalry tactics evolv
ed from the charge of the armoured knights to the development of the Reiters, with their pistols and
cole.



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

25miii Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN5 Line Infantry At the ready
BN6 Line Infantry Advancing m /
BN7 Line Infantry Standing firing ^
BN8 Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BN9 Line Infantry Officer
BN14 Light Infantry At the ready T/^
BN15 Li^t Infantry Advancing // j
BN16 Light Infantry Standing firing ^
BN17 Light Infantry Kneeling ready BN6
BN18 Light Infantry Officer
BN19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN21 Rifle Regiment Standing firing
BN22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN23 Rifle Regiment Officer ^
BN24 Kings German Legion Hussar mounted
BN25 Light Dragoon Trooper mounted /mT ̂
BN26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted
BN27 Scots Greys Officer mounted IJn
BN28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
BN29 Heavy Dragoon Trooper mounted '
BN30 Horse Artillery crew (4 Figures) BN23

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF1 Old Guard Grenadier At the ready ^
NF2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing ^
NF3 Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
NF7 Middle/Young Guard At the ready
NFS Middle/Young Guard Advancing
NF9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing l/ \l
NFIO Imperial Guard Officer
NFll Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready NFl
NF12 Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
NF13 Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NFl4 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier At the ready
NFl5 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Advancing
NFl6 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Standing firing
NFl7 Line Infantry Officer
NF21 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier At the ready
NF22 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Advancing
NF23 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Standing firing
NF24 Light Infantry Officer
NF25 Foot Dragoon At the ready
NF26 Foot Dragoon Advancing «
NF27 Foot Dragoon Standing firing ^
NF28 Foot Dragoon Officer
NF29 Lancer of the Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
NF30 Dragoon Trooper mounted
NF31 Dragoon Officer mounted ^
NF32 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted ^^^^9
NF33 Cuirassier mounted

NF34 Horse Artillery Crew (4 Figures)

25mni Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
A4 9pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
A5 8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

25inm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack - 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BCl British Line Infantry At the ready ^
BC2 British Line Infantry Advancing ""Si '
BC3 British Line Infantry Standing firing^N:^^
BC4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC5 British Line Infantry Officer j]
BC6 Highland Infantry At the ready ■
BC7 Highland Infantry Advancing BCI2
BC8 Highland Infantry Standing firing^
BC9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BCIO Highland Infantry Officer ^
BCll British Lancer (Lance not supplied)
BC12 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
BC13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys'Advancing ii
BCl4 Dervish Standing firing
BCl5 Dervish Advancing
BC16 Dervish Cavalryman BCl

20iiim Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack - 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EPS Musketeer (Hat)
EP6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP9 Cromwellian Officer mounted
EPIO Royalist Officer mounted
EPllA Cromwellian Trooper mounted '
EPIIB Royalist Trooper mounted (^4^
EP12 Drummer

EP13 Artillery crew J1 iL
EP14 Dragoon dismounted
EP15 Dragoon.mounted EP14

'MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD
MP2 Grenadier Standing
MP4 Grenadier Advancing a
MP7 Grenadier Charging I M
MPIO Musketeer Loading
MPll Musketeer Standing kvsV
MP12 Musketeer Standing firing ft rnfl
MP13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP14 Musketeer At the ready j^2
MP16 Musketeer Advancing
MP19 'Command Group' consisting of

two officers, one Drummer
and one Standard bearer. ^ ^
(Flag not supplied)

MP20 Artillery crew
MP21 Dragoon mounted
MP22 Cavalryman mounted D ^
MP23 General/Officer mounted mdoi
MP24 Grenadier mounted

20iiini Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
Al 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough'period)
A3 Saker (English Civil War) ^

EP3

EP4

EPS

EP6

EP9

EPIO

EPllA

EPIIB

EPI2

EP13

EP14

EPIS

Infantry packs 30p. Cavalry Packs 35p. Cannons 20 mm - 44p. 25 mm - 46p.

U.K. Post 8( Packing Rates: up to £1.25 - 16p. £1.26 to £8.00 - 35p. over £8.00 - post free

The Square, Earls Barton, Northampton, NN6 ONA. England. Telephone Northampton 810 61-2
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NOTICE BOARD
^  T P SALE, mPE and WILL PURCaASE; Britaina Ltd. Lead sets and figures. Send double postage S.A.E.
Q 4. Lists. Authenticast sets for trade. Will purchase in any amount Britainss
firti, P^rr* Catalogues. Donald P.Hill, 670I New Hope Drive, Springfield, Virginia

ooOoo—

qni WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER are available from Donald Featherstone. 69 Hill Lane. SouthamptonSOl^AD, England, for these months - November 1968j December 1972; February, March, May, June, July, August.
September, October, November, December 1975 and January, February 1974. All at 21p each inclusive. This is
lor U.K. only_- overseas subscribers paying in non-sterling currency must send double cost for sinele mimhov
to allow for Bank Handling charges or add 25p to larger orders.

ooOoo-—

Wargamer and military collector Dick Tennant has left Holland and is now with Philips Taiwan Ltd., P.O.
Box 22978, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China. His collection of figures has been left behind in Holland and
is on display in the Dutch National Army Museum at Leiden. Dick would be pleased to hear from any of his
old friends.

LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX MAGAZINE - February 1974. Contains well illustrated articles on the 8th Army in the Desert by John
Sandars; Airfix 54mm Guardsman conversion; George Gush on Renaissance Warfare; much on aircraft plus book,
kit, figure reviews, etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL BESEARCH - Winter 1973. Contains nicely illustrated articles on
the Stables at St. John's Wood by W.Y.Carman; a 75rd Soldier in the Kaffir War 1852; interesting article
The Case of the Drunken Dragoon and a really excellent article for the wargamer on the Battle of Maiwand
1880 plus good book reviews.

AR^PpuSIER^- Journal of the Pike and Shot Society - January/February 1974. Pull of good period stuff in
cluding articles on the Irish Brigade; The Siege of Leeds; I6th Century Spanish Army; Wargames with Aztecs;
The Swedish Army in the Thirty Tears War; The Civil War in Scotland; Generalship - Then and Now; Naval War
fare in the Mediterranean 1530-1572; The Civil War in Cheshire plus book and figure reviews.

EL CONr^UISTADOR - February I974. Campaigns in Portugal 1807-8; The Blitzkrieg Campaign; Airfix figure con
versions; Naval Warfare; Morale for World War II Miniatures; book reviews with half its pages filled by
cryptic Diplomacy material.

GUIDON - No.4 1973. The magazine of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America, contains articles on the
5th Pennsylvania Continentals I78O; Uniforms of the Russian Volunteer Army I9I8-I92I; Figures for the
Russian Civil War; Terrain; New Flat Figures; Report on the Tenth Annual Wargame Convention U.S.A.; review
of new books, figures, etc.

MANCHESTER AREA WARGAMES SOCIETY - Club Magazine February I974. Articles on The Meroite Army - Egypt 25-
21 B.C.; clarification of the W.R.G. Ancient rules; French Standards 1805-1815; thoughtful article on War-
games Rules; Battle of Jena; plus some interesting chat which makes this a stimulating magazine.- in fact,
some of the "chat" has stimulated this month's Newsletter Editorial!

MLITARY MODELLING - March 1974. _ Seemingly very full but half its page content is advertisements I Contains
articles on Channel Isles Fortifications; a diorama; board wargamesj German Army Field Equipment; Modelling
a Regimental Band; British Army Vehicle Colour Schemes and Markings of World War II; Wargamqs for the
Younger General plus extensive reviews of figures, books and new items.

43HIATUHB WARFARE AND MODEL SOLDIERS - February 1974. Contains articles on the Napoleonic Wargame Rules;
^apoleonic wargame; Anti-Guerilla Tactics in Asia from 1946; The Zulu Empire; The Russo-Japanese War 1904-5;
30I0 Wargaming; an 18th century boardgame plus book and figure reviews

Terrible^'^^ " Contains article and plan on the French cruiser Jeanne de Vienna and destroyer Le
MODELWORLD - February 1974. This, the last issue of this magazine contains articles on aircraft; terrain;
rhiih " the Napoleonic Wars; French Infantry I9OO-1914; British Guards in the Sudan 1882(both excellently coloured); Military Bridging; Conversion of Historei figure kits; German World War II
Uniforms (colour?; Brandenburg Formations of World War II; Scratch built World War II ambulance; much on
aircraft plus reviews of the latest bookSy figures, kits, etc*

February 1974- This is the friendly little Newsletter of the Tunbridge Wells Wargames
Society. Articles on the Tank Regiment of the Panzer Division of World War II; The Tibetan Emnire. Flatai
French Colonials 1870-71, Painting English Civil War figures plus other Club n;wrLrcLt!

Contains articles on the East Yorkshire Regiment Museum; the National Army Museum
4,..a.es of War exhibition; plus excellent reviews of books, military records, etc.



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

La?gl releSaflrin"s1oc°kToufrecenlr;^^^^^^
P/- '^roe selection of

i^L'Sry'"IS'st'^ °ther requisites for
British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur

r  »•"»'«-
Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. 3-6
Thursday q,j
Saturday 9.5

if you are unable to visit us, the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list - 2Qp

.. . Stadden 54 mm master list - 35pTradition book of Model Soldiers - £1.65 (post free)

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR ^
PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Tel: Framlingham 723708

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request. ^

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMEVG NEEDS

On 1st March, TRADITION, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers moved into WARGAMTMr;
Our staff, wargamers themselves, are always happy to be of assistance. "umicxs, movea into WAKOAMINO.

items from the leading manufacturers listed below, we also stock manv
Items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad. ^

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment by:
HINCHLIFFE, AIRFIX, FURMI, etc.

Rules by:

W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:
DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG, ALMARK,

PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:
BELLONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROL, etc.

MAIL ORDERS

We regret we ore unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00

Please add 10% for postage on all mail orders.
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Ark Royal. Royal Navy hero o! so many early wartime battles at sea,
and the ship which the enemy claimed so many times to have sunk.
The superbly detailed Airfix kit is complete with planes and full
armament.

I

Lancaster. This big R.A.F. bomber was the most outstanding of all
Allied World War II bombers, and spearheaded countless mass raids
over enemy territory. It makes a really magnificent Airfix mode! with
17 inchwingspan!

8th Army figures. Heroes of the North African campaign against
Rommel, the 'Desert Rats' achieved their greatest triumph at
Ei Aiamein. A terrific 48-piece set from Airfix.
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Churchill Tank. A mighty 40 ton warrior, the Churchill tank took part in
many actions following the D. Day landings in 1944. Build it with Airfix!

1/24th scale HURRICANE Mk.1.

During the Second Worid War the Hawker
Hurricane, powered by a Roils Royce Merlin
1 11 engine, proved to be one of the toughest
and most reliable fighter aircraft In service.
Now you can build it with a great new highly
detailed 1 /24th scale kit from Airfix.

CONSTRUCTION KITS
Just like the real thing!

Get Airfix kits from toy
shops, model shops

and F. W. Woolworth -

ask for the big new
catalogue. Look out,
too, for the Airfix

Magazine, 15p monthly.

DESLITH {Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


